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WELCOME to a staff devel6pment module written for

the "caregiver" or "teadher" in a military child

care center. Thoughts and ideas for working with
babies will be dhared with you in this module, .

Caring Far Infants.

Self-paced instruction has been used in this module

so you can work on your own and at-your own speed.

As you begin the module we,have included a preview
of a few situations with Choices of ways to handle
them that you may try. Read the situation, think
&bout the soluti40s, then circle the best answer.
You may wish to compare your answers with ours on

page,192. Since you are just beginning, work

slowly. RemeMber it is-the purpose of the module
to allow you to practice making some decisions
about your actions in working with babies. We

recognize that your experiences wit4'infants will

be unique. However, actions that have worked for
other caregivers may give you some ideas for han-
dling situations that you may come to in the -

future.

The preview is followed by several sections of dis-
cussions About caring for infants. The first sec-

tion, Nhat Should You Krow About Early Development,"
is all about fetal development or the growth that
takes place before birth. It ends with 4 des 'ption

of the baby during the first six weeks after
Before an infant enters the Child care center at
six weeks of age, it is important for yo4 to under-
stand something about the remarkable events that
have already occurred. The second section discusses
infants fram six weeks to 16 weeks or four months

of age. Section three,discusses infants from
four months until they turn eight months. The fourth
discusses infants from eight to 12 months of age.

The last section deals-with caring for infants in
zroups.

In most seations of this module, situations that
= really have taken 151ace with infants in Child

care certers are described. We provide you with

Choices of ways to handle-each situation. Then,

when you turn the page, you will find why we think
one answer is better-than-the others. We recognize

that often the right answer is easier to Choose

. when a caregiver has the Chance to view the real
situation with the real Child. Our hope in
presenting these study samples is that you have
time to think - before some of these problems
occur on the job in-the-child care center.

-3-
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While'the situations cannot cover all experi-
ences you might have with infants, the more
common or difficult are presented for you to
study. It should be noted that solutions pre-
sented are not the only possible answers. There
are perhaps asmany "correct" choices as there
axe caregivers. This module is a learning tool.
It will help you increase your knowledge and
understanding of infants. It also will encour7
age you to think about working with them, and
get you to consider the effects of your actions.

At,the end of the module you will find another
set of situations and ways to handle them. It
will be interesting for you to check yourself on
what you have learned by comparing the answers
you select on the PREVIEW before you read the
module with the ones you choose in the POSTVIEW
at the end of the module.

This module, Caring Fbr Infante, will telllyou
what,infants are like and how you can provide

' for their needs.

Infants are at the age of fastest physical
growth.

SO
Infants need sound NUIRITICN to promote good
HEALTH.

Infants are born into a strange world.

SO
Infants need to feel SECURE.

Infants are curims and eager to learn.

SO
Infants need to have FREEDOM to move about.

Infants are most comfortable when they know
the people around them.

SO
Infants need a STRUCTURE that provides con-
sistent, familiar caregivers.

-4-



Infants are brand neveto this world.

SO

Infants need COMFASSICN, love and tenderness.

Infants are individuals. 4,-

SO.

Infants need caregivers who respect DEVELOP-

MENTAL DIFFERENCES in babies.

104

Infants are interested in new things.

SO

Infants need CHALLENGE that meet their many

stages of developrent.

"16
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A PREVIEW

Here are the situations with choices of possible ways to handle them

-whidh we promised you. Think About eadh situation and then circle Abet

yqu believe to be the best way to handle the situation. When you have

finished, you may want to compare yodr answers with ours (see page 192).

py doing this, you will have some bolea ot what youwill learn in this

module About caring for infants.

WHAT WOULD YOU
DO LE . . .

1. Which statement below best describes the fetus before birth'

A. The unborn fetus is able to breathe, eat and cry on its cwn.

B. The unborn fetus is able to see, hear and 't ouch.

C. The unbornfetus is helpless. It can do nothing for'itself.

4

2. Gena is three months old. This is her fifst day at the center.

Her mother has told you that Gene is a very fussy baby. She says

that no matter what she does Gena just fusses. What might you do to

make Gene's day as happy as possible? ,

A. When Gena fusses, give her some formula in her bottle.

B. When Gena fusses, get a fun tpy and attract her attention.

C. When Gena fusses, talk softly while patting her back gently.

3. Shane is five months old. He has been fed, changed and has played

for a while. He is beginning to rub his eyes so you feel certain

he is ready for a nap. What is most important for you to remember

as you get Shane ready for bed?

A. Change Shane's diaper if needed. Talk softly-to him. "First,

Shane, I'm going to change your diaper. Then it will be time

for a nap." Remove any-heavy clothes and put him in his crib

to rest.

B. Change Shane's diaper.- Men rock him a bit, perhaps singing a
lullaby. Warm you see his eyes beginning to close, gently walk
over to his crib and lay him down on his tummy:

r'

C. Check to see if Shane's hands and face are clean. Then after

getting him quiet, take him to his crib. Tudk him snuggly under-

thelplanket and stay close by until he falls asleep.



4. Nine-cnth-old Rhonda has always cried often. You make sure she is dry,

veal-fed and has plenty of rest. Yet when she is awake, things seem
to upset her easily. It seems you cannot card for another infant
without Rhonda begging to be held. .How can you help Rhonda?

A. Hold Rhonda. Carry her with you as you go from one infant to the
next caring.for them. (1

B. Make sure Rhonda is not ill. Give her some special attention but
40 not spoil her.

C. Make certain Rhonda is not ill. If all seems well get her involved
with some toys to play with by herself.

5. It is very late in the day and things have been hectic. JUst as you
think things are under control, Jenny, a ten-week-old infant, spits '

pp all over herself. Another baby falls and bumps his Chin on the
nook. Then a father arrives to pick pp his.son, who is sleeping
.icundly in the crib. What)do you do?

A. Tell the father to go get his own baby since you are busy cleaning
up-Jenny. Then tell another caregiver to check on the baby who'
bumped his Chin.

oe

B. Tend to jenny right away.. Ask'dnother caregiver who is free toi
look after the baby with the hurt chin. When the father arrives

4 tell him you will be with him in just 4 minute.

C. Tell the father his son is asleep. Ask hlm to check the baby who
bumped his chin. Explain that you will get his baby as soon as
things calm down.

6. Bridgette is seven weeks old. She is an easy baby to care for, but
she spits up a little after each bottle. What should you do?

A. Tell the parents -cpu are worried. 'Suggest they take Bridgette to
the doctor.

1.

B. Since tiny babies frequently spit up, she probabiY is all right.
However, do watch her closely.

C. Call the director in to observe Bridgette. This is a matter the
director should check.

-8-
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7. Suzie is jUst six weeks old. You have never cared fot infanps:before

and the sight of'this tiny infant scares you. You are note-even

sure how to hold a baby. What is the most important thing to keep

in mind?

A. ReMember pat tiny babies love to be held.

B. A tiny infant,needs to have her head supported at all times.

C. *Cradle the infant in one arm.

8. Choose ihe statement that best describes the appearance of the new-

born infant.

A. NeWborns are bowlegged, cross-eyed and-wrinkled.

B. Newborns are Ohubby, bottom heavy and brow/II-eyed.

C. Newborns are lively, awake and alert mosi of the day.

9, Betty Jo is three-and-a-half months old. She has been doming to the

center since she was,sixueeks old and seems tq be doing auite well. !

You and her mother have become good friends. Today Betty jo's mother

has told you that she and her husbandshave separated. Since she is -
--.

upset about the situation she has asked you and the other caregivers

to help her out by doing exira favors for Betty Jo. What should you

do?

A. Tell Betty Jb's mother that you feel badly about the family pro-

blems she is having at home. Reassure her that you and the other

caregivers will see to it that Betty Jb continues to rebeive the

good care that you give to '&11 the infants at the center.

6. Tell Betty jo's mother that you undersand completely the pro,
blemp at home. Encourage herto make whatever requests she
thinks are necessary to make Betty Jo's stgi, as pleasant as possi-

ble. Let' her know Betty JO is one of,your favorite babies.

C. Tell the noltber that all families have.problems of some sort or

another. Point out that it would be unfair to all the other
babies at the center if you give Betty JO special at ion.

Suggest that the confide in the center director ins ad of you.

10. Teddy is eight Months old. How can you encourage language in a

baby of this age?

A. Play a hiding game with Teddy. 'Ask him to pick up objects in
the tpy box and hide them under a blanket.

B. When Teddy points to a ball, for example, and says, "Ba, ba,"

repeat his words as he said it. This is how he learns to imitate.

C. Play the "naming game." Point to peoplerand things, giving
Teddy a name for eadh, -This is how he will learn best.

-9-
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11. Seven-month-old Randy has a mild diaper rash. He has been through a
long teething period and you know sudh a rash can appear as a result
of the stress due to teething. His mother is upset because this is
the first rash Randy has ever had. She wants to be a good mother and
so asks you to put same lotion she got at the store on Randy each time
you change him. What should you do?

A. Tell Randy's mother that you will be more than happy to do.any-
thing she asks to help cure the diaper rash.

B. Explain that you must have wiitten permission from a doctor to use
lotion. Meanwhile, you will change Randy's diapers often.

C. Remind her that Randy has only a mild rash so there is no neld to
do anything special. It will-go away in a few days.

12. T. J. is almost eight months old. He has been coming to the center
for several months. In that tlime you apd T. J. have become good pals.
Up until now he has been an eager eater. But lately he has not eaten
even half of his usual amount for lunch. All he wants to do is push
foodaround and drop it on the floor. What can you do?

A. Say, "T. J., good little boys eat their food all up. Show re how
big you are and eat some more for me, pdease ' Then smile and
praise him as he tries.'

B. Try all kinds of ways of getting T. J. to enjoy lunch more. Make
his food look like animals, cars or boats: BeBies enjoy fun
things like that.

" C. Get in the habit of giving T. J. less to eat at lunch. He is at
an age where he may not be hungry for a variety of reasons. If
he is not ill do not worry.

13. Ray Jim is four monthS'old. bp until now he has not had any solids.
His mother has not had a baby before so has asked your help in getting
her son started on solids. She has brought a small infant spoon
and some mashed bananas as well as Pay Jim's formula. What is the
best way to 'get the baby off to a good start?

A. Let Ray Jim nurte frOm the bottlVirst, then try a spoon or two
of the bananas.

B. Offer Ray Jim a small amount of bananas
Then give him some formula.

C. Be sure Ray Jim eats sone banana before
formula.

-10-
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14. TWo-month-old Tammy has diarrhea. After having a movement she is in

need of a bath and a change pf bedding. You feel Tammy sho4ld be'

ged and bathed before her mother,arrives. What is the best waY to

A. Talk to Tammy the Whole time. Be gentle as you lay her on a

clean towel. While on the towel wash her from head to toe with a ,

warm, damp cloth. Rinse her with a clean one. Dry her gently and

put her in clean clothes.

B. Talk to Tammy'while bathing her. Test the water for the right

temperature. Carefully put her in the tub, first washing her then

rinsing. Dry her, cleanintj around her bottom and navel and in her

nose and ears with'a cotton swab.

C. Talk to Tammy to make her feel comfortable about having a bath.

Test the water first. Then wash her bottom and any other parts

that need it. Dry her with a soft towel thoroughly before applying

baby powder. Put her in clean clothes.

15. Washington is nine months,old. He is crawling well for his age and

as a result, gets into all kinds of things. Today he insists he is

going to share your lap with a tiny baby you are holding. But you have

been having trouble getting the infant quiet and are reluctant to have

Washington in your lap at this very moment. What can you do?

A. Qqickly point to a favorite toy of Washington's across the roam.

Ask him to go get it. Then have him playwith the tay by yOur

side.

B. Say, "Washington, this tidy baby needs all my attention right

now." Point to another caregiver close by and say, "WaShington, go

see her. She will play pat-a-cake with you."

C. Ask Washington to wait for you while you pit the baby in its

crib. Then return to Washington and spend .pore tine with him. It

would be hard to care for both at the same time.

6. Seven-month-old Marcy is a happy, bubbly baby. Lately, however,1_,

she has been going through a fussy stage, due mostly to teething. What

might you try to help ease the pain for Marcy?

A. Wash your hands thoroughly. Then, if Marcy is willing, try

rUbbing your fingers firmly over her gums. For some babies the

preS'ing feels good on the gums.

B. Give Marcy a cloth soaked in oold water from the kitdhen. She

will be able to suck on it or chew on it as she likes. The cool

cloth will ease the pain id her guns.

C. Tell Marcy's father to get some ointment at the s'ore that will

helP ease the pain. Then you can use it at the center, too, whenever

Marcy's gums hurt.

14



17. Pila, eight months,old, has sucked his thumb since he was a tiny baby.
.His mother has expresse4 her concern about the thumbsucking on several
occasions. She is'opposed to using pacifiers and so has,allcwed Pila
tp continue-to have a bottle even though he can drink from a cup.
Tbday she asks you directly what you think can be done to stop Pila's
thumbsucking. How should you respond?

A. Tell Pila's mother that you, too, are very concerned about her
son's thumbsucking. Explain that you have regd and heard from
others that a pacifier does help babies to stop sucking their
thumbs. Suggest she try that.

B. Tell Pila's mother that some babies need to suck more than others.
Explain that as babies become more interested in the things around
them, they often outgrow this need. Meanwhile, it is important
that no big fuss is made about his thumbsucking.

C. Tell Pila's mother that Pila probably needs to nurse more and for
loftger times from his bottle. Explain that in your experience,
longer bottle nursing cuts down on the infant's need to suck his
thumb. Agree with her feelings about using a pacifier.

18. Nine-month-old Dale is very overweight for his age. As a result he
has trouble balancing himself when he sits alone. He cannot bend or
reach from the waist very well and he shows no progress in crawling
like many others his age. What should you do to help Dale?

A. Discuss your concerns with Dale's parents. Tell them you are con-
vinced if Dale could trim down he would be able to get around
easier. Suggest they work on getting Dale to give up the bottle
which he carriestwith him all day.

B. Discuss your concerns with a community nurse. Suggest the nurse
talk this matter over with Dale's parents. Explain that his
parents insist he have a bottle with him most of thb day, mit
just at nap time.

C. Inform Dale's parents of the observations you have made regard-
ing Dale's physical development. Tell them you suspect his over-
weight could be keeping him from developing as he would if he were
not so heavy. Recommend they consult Dale's doctor.



19. TWo-and-arhalf-month-old Ruby has fallen asleep in your arms while

nursing from her bottle. What should you do?

A. Carefully remove the nipple from her mouth. Gently, without

waking her, pu t;. her in her crib.

B. Thump Ruby on the bottom of her feet to wake so she can

finish the rest of her bottle.

C. Try to burp Ruby anyway. She might wake up, burp and finish

her bottle, then go back to sleep.

20. The older infants are playing in the crawl area. TWo babiesil,Robbin

and Mike, both ten months old, have gotten into a tug-of-war over a

toy. Finally, Robin gets the tpy away from. Mike. Mike cries because

he had the toy first. How can you help the two infants?

A. Say, "We-11, Mike, that's the way it goes. Here, you can play

with this." Offer him another toy.

B. Do not interrupt their play. Babies need to learn to handle their

feelings, too. Do comfort Mike if needed.

C. Say, "Oh, Oh Rbbin. Mike had that first." Then take the toy

from Rdbin and give it back to Mike.

-13-
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MAT SHOULD YOU KNDW
ABCS= IMPLY DEVEWFMENT?

dELIEVE IT OR NYT

Beloware some statements that you may have heand and perhaps agree with

yourself% You my have overheard parents of children in the center discuss

some of these-ideas. However, what seems "common sense" may or may not, in

fact, be true. Think about each sentende and'put an X in the first column

if you agree with it. Put an X,in Column 2 if you disagree. The same list

wiZZ appear at the end of this section.

1. A fetus in a mother'S womb can hear sounds,

feel bumps and see light and dark

2. The ?soft spot" on an infant's head closes

by the time the baby is about six ueeks old.

3. It sometimes is good to let-a tiny infant

cry a while before picking it up so that it

won't get spoiled.

4. Newborns are not able to focus their eyes

well enough to identify an adult caregiver

or.parent until they are about two months

old.

5. By the time a baby is three weeks old it

is possible to recognize the difference

between its "I am hungry" cry from its "I

am sleepy" or "I am wet" cry.

6. A newborn learns to reach out and graqp

objects during the first week after birth.

7. A four- to eight-week old baby will enjoy

looking at a picture book.

8. An unborn fetus may cry and suck its thumb.

9. Newborns learn about their world mostly by

looking and listening.

10. Newborns prefer the human face and voice

to any other sight or sound.

-17-
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IMAGINE SHE ENVIRONMENT INSIDE THE WICIME

4

It Starts With When does it all begin, this thing called humanTWo Tiny Cells growth and development? It begins at that magi-
cal mcment of conception. _It begins when a
unique, female egg:meets-an equally-unique,
male sperm. It.isat that moment that these
tWO, tin cells - the egg, the size of a pin-
point, and the sperm, many times smaller - will
combine their two powerful sources of individu-
ality to create a new life. This new life will
be unlike any other.

And Leaves The Moab It may be hard to imagine two tiny cells,As A Fully Developed united into one, nine months later.producing-
infant a wailing, red-faced bundle of energy weigh-

. ing about seven-and-a-half pounds. That's a
lot of growth and development for sure! While
you will not know of the infant's existence
until the firstvtime you care for him, it is
important you unlerstand how much growth and
development takes place from the moment of
conception until the baby enters the child ,

care center perhaps as eark as six weeks of
age.

Fetal Development Three months after conception the fetus is .Is Rapid still very, very small. However, if you had
a spy glass you could see the sex of the
fetus. You could make out parts -of the face
and head such as the eyes, nose, ears and
mouth. In the months before birth, the fetus
is able to do many things that may surprise
you. FOr instance, it.can swim. The smaller
it is the more swimming the fetus does in the
water that surrounds and protects it until..
'the day it is born.

The Fetus Kicks, Besides swimming, the fetus can move in many
Cries And Sucks other ways. It twists, turns, kickS and evenIn The WOrdb flips over in somersault=like motions. A fetus

can cry before it iSL horn, too. While there .

are no tears or crying sounds, it does go through
the motions of It practices for the day
when it will ann its arrival loudly and
'clearly for all.to hear. The fetus certainly
can touch or feel long befbre it is born. It
feels its face, hands, fingers, feet and toes.

,It may put a thumb into its mouth, practicins
that all-important art of suoking that will be
the only way of eating for several weeks after

- birth. It also can feel its mother's movements
during the time it spends wrapped safely inside
her body.
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It Can See And Hear
Inside The WOMb

The UMbilical Cord

.
Carries Oxygen And

Nutrients TO The
Fetus

Both Mother And
Fetus Are Ready
At_Nine Months

e,

The fetus is able to see. It cannot see'as

clearly as you, but it can see light and dark.'

If its mother stands in bright sunshine the

fetus can see the light. It is able to hear

before it isborn, too. The soumds the fetus

hears will be greatly muffled by the mother's

body. Nevertheless, it can hear a television

turned up loud. Loud music coming from the

stereo, an auto crash or things that drop with a

bang may disturb-the unborn. The fetus may jump

inside.its mother upon hearing a loud sound: A

fetus can hear soft noises as well, such as the

sound of mother's voice, her heartbeat or her

digestive system at work. It can hear her

stomadh growl when empty or hear a bubble burst

if She has just sipped a soda.

Befoie birth the fetal body does not have to

fight the pulling forces of gravity. It is held

weightless in a bag of water. The water is

always heated perfectly to body temperature. So

the'unborn never has to experience being cold.

Eatin4 and breathing are done automatically

.through the uMbilical cord. From this lifeline

the fetus receives oxygen 'for breathing and

nutrients necessary to grow anddevelop normally

until birth. All westes are removed for the

fetus, too. It d6es not even.have to worry

about that. he womb is a very safe,-secure and

relaxing place to be. Leaving the Oomfortable,

cozy atmosphere of that warm, wonderful world is

a great shock for'every newcomer.

By the end of the eighth month of pregnancy the

mother is getting tired of waiting. As more of

her food and energy go to the growing fetus, she

is getting more tired physically from carrying

the extra weight. Well, .as you might expect,

the fetus is somewhat impatient, too. Quarters

are getting very cramped. The fetas has grown

much larger. It doesn't have much room to move

around in anymore. It is ready tb get on with

life but in a new way and in nelw surroundings.
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CONSIDER A NEWBORN'S FIRST WERIENCES

Birth Is
A Shock

The process of birth itself may take from four
to 24 hours. Labor and birth are harder perhaps
on the fetus than on mother. The pressure,
stress and strain that bear dawn on the fragile,
little body are tremendous. It is a rude awaken-
ing to suddenly be thruit from a warm, moist,
dark and safe environment within to a cold, dry,
bright.and not-so-safe world outside. No wonder
the baby cries as soon as it is born. This
starts his active breathing. Within the first
few minutes of life the infant must adjust his
circulation, lungs, digestion, bowels, urine and
body temperature. Before he was born these
matters were 41 performed by his mother's body.
Now he is an his awn.

Birth Can There are ways to make the experience of birth
Be Made Easier itself less frightening for the newborn. SinceFor The Infant the infant is pot used to glaring lights, some

suggest all lights be turned off except a low,
soft one - just enough to see by. An infant's
-hearing is yery sensitive, too. An effort could /

be made.to whisper directions between adults and ,

talk in hudhed tones to the newborn. Any loud,
harsh'noises s be'rmmoved. A baby responds ". .

to touching and f ling from the very start.
Every effort shoul be made to encourage the
mother's holding and cuddling of her baby ridht
away. Same doctors even suggest putting baby in
a waxm water bath 7 like the one she just came
from - until her body makes those first, impor-vc
tent physical adjustments. There probably are
many things adults could do from the beginning
to make this world more pleasurable for the new
arrival. Due to the energy the newborn puts out
during those first few minutes of life, she.
usually will fall into a deep sleep shortly
after birth. In fact she will sleep most of the
time - perhaps as much as 20 hours a day - for
the first two weeks after birth. This is to be
expected until baby recovers from being bornand
builds enough strength to stay awake longer.

,

The Newborn *thing looks quite like a newborn, not even a
Will Never rook baby that is two or three days old. he new-
The Same Aain born's legs are short and bowlegged. He has

puffy cheeks, loose skin and swollen eyes that
may look.cross-eyed at times. His head may look
out of shape. That is as it.should be. The
bones in the baby's head are very soft., This

4
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softness is necessary. As the infant passes

through the birth canal the head is Able)to

Change shape - to get flatter and longer - to

make the journey easier. His nose may be flat-

tened as well. In a few days baby's head and

nose will be back to normal. The biggest soft

spot an the top of baby's head will not became,

firm like yours until he is About 18 months old.

His skin may lodk-chalky or pale for a while.

This is caused by the protective material that

covered his body before he was born. This, too,

will soon dj.sappear. His heartbeat and rite of

breathing are much faster than an adult's:

Baby's body will look top heavy. Actually, it

is. His head is About one-third of his body's

weight. Imagine yaw head weighing 30; 40 or 50

:pcundst, This is why'beby's headmust be supported

carefully at all times until his muscles grow

strong so he can hold his head up by himself. He

most likely will have blue eyes at birth even if

they turn green, brown or some other color later.

He quite likely will be wrinkled and skinny.

Eadh Baby While newborns Tome many things in common, each

. Is Different baby is an individual from the beginning. Some

neWborns will have hair, same mill be bald. Some

cry a lot. Same cry very little. Some sleep

more than others. Same grow faster. Some babies

are distracted more easily than others. .0thers

are able to adapt or make adjustments easier.

Some babies are more friendly. Babies differ in

the amount of holding they enjoy. There are

active babies and quiet babies. There are happy

babies and serious babies. There are some eager

eaters and same not so eager. No two will be

exactly alike.

THINK ABOUT A NETI4BORN'S REACTIONS AND ABILITIES

Behavior Is The newborn looks quite small and helpless. In

Often Automatic many ways she is. She cannot reach out and

touch. She must wait for'things to happen, for

people to do things or for things tocome to her.

If an object is put in her hand she will clutch

it tightly/due to her reflex response. She

really has no control at all. It is an autbmatic

response. If her.cheek is touched with a nipple,

she naturally will turn her head in seardh of it.

She will startle easily if a noise scares her.

These and other responses simply happen.
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It Takes Time lere' newborn has eo sense of time. Schedules mean
To Know Life nothing to him. If he feels hungry, he cries. He

Outside The Wbmb does not know if the cry came from him or not. He
does not know.that as the hunger goes away it has
something to do with'scueone's arrival, a nipiple
to nurse and feelings of comfort. As the first
six weeks progress he will begin to' put these
things together. He' will be able to make some
sense outof a world that has been rather con-
fusing. At this age'he will need to eat perhaps
seven or eight tires a day: So he will have bowel
movements often and need diapers chari§ed fre-
quently.

The New born Is While'the infant is brand new she is not as help-
Not Completely less as people think. She can breathe, swallow

Helpless and suck. These are very important activities.
Without them she would not survive. Sometimes
baby may choke or gag until she can put'all three
of these activities together. It does take some
coordination to do it smoothly.

All Senses In addition, all of baby's senses are very much,atAre Wbrking work. ,He can see, hear, taste, feel and smell.
The first few weeks of life for a newborn are ones,
of fleeting sensations. In a world of light he
may frown and close his eyes: White lights cause
him to blink. Soft yellow or red lights attract
his eyes. He will stare at patterned surfaces
longer than plain ones. While he will not be able
to focus his eyes for several ueeks, he likes
things that move. He cannot separate sounds which
he makes-fram those made by others. ,He does not
relate sight and sound. But he does jump, stop
moving, cry:or turn his head towards a noise he
hears.

The Infant Leaxns For the new infant the feel of something is moreThrough Touching And important than haw it looks, the sounds it makesBeing Touched or how it tastes and smells. The newborn is
aware of feelings of pain, a person's touch or
teMperature changes. EVen in the womb the sense

N.of touch is fairly well developed. After birth,
touching and feeling are the infant's first way
of getting to know her world. Sucking or touch-
ing with the mouth is a very satisfying feelings.
/t is an activity that brings her pleasure and
eases her hunger pangs. She also can both taste
and smell the milk while sucking. Aa her body
touches her mother's she learns to recognize her
mother's comforting arms. Movements such as
rocking or carrying are very soothing to a baby.
The infant learns to recognize the way certain
people hold her. She also learns to recognize
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Active Movement
Develops
Mbscles

he Newborn
Can Help

Protect Itself

Adults Must
Watch For

Hazards

The Baby
Communicates

By Crying

the way people move or walk, their voices or

perhaps the smell of their cologne or perfume.

But.touching still remains most important of

all.

In the first week the neWborn wiggles, kicks,

and flips",his aribs and legs in all directions

at once. Sometimes ha twitches. When put on

his tummy he may tuck his body in a ball or

spread out in a floppy, rag doll position. His

head will fall to the back or front if he is

pulled to a sitting position. His eyes ares

able to look at Objects best when they are about

eight to 12 inches in hjont of his face. Any

closer or farther away and things are fuzzy.

The new infant is able to protect herself some-

what. She can turn her head from side to side and

cry to get someone's attention. Besides turning

her head She is able to move her arms and legs

quickly, especially if she is upset because a

need has not been met. She can blink her eyes

to keep them free of dust. She can curl or tuck

her body tightly into a bell to stay warm. The

tiny infant has a special ability to shut out

noises, lights and other things that would bother

most adults. She can sleep in broad daylight,

when the stereo is playing or on a very hot,

humid day.

As the weeks go by, baby will get better at mov-

ing his headfrom side to side and even lifting

it off the mattress. It is most important that

art, large, fluffy pillows or stuffed animals of

any kind by left in an infant's crib. Until he

is older an infant who presses a nose or mouth

against such items could suffocate easily.

'The baby only knows the world as pleasant or

unpleasant. She will smile even when just a few

days old. At this age she does not smile at
people. ,She shiles when she feels comfortable.

She also cries. Crying occurs when she feels

uncomfortable. It has nothing to do with liking

qr not liking you. Crying is the infant's call

for help. By the time a baby is three weeks

old you can recognize her different cries. She

will cry when she wants to be fed, needs a dia-

per Changed or is sleepy. She can cry to be

cuddled or rocked. She might cry if She wants

to suck on something, has a gas btbble or is

sick. She might cry if She is too hot, too cold

or her clothes are too tight. Since crying is a,

tiny baby's way of talking, she generally will

cry a lot.
-23- 23



'closeness Tb Some people say newborns are not social. In an
Others Means adult sense perhaps they are not. But an infant

Survival 'must be social if he'is to survive. If he does
not cry to eat, to be chan4ed or held, then he
misses out an a lot of social contact due to not
being picked up and zared for. Thus newborns are
born,eith the urge to cry and get attention.
Tiny babies want sto be wrapped warmly, held
securely, kept clean and comfortable and fed when
hungry. While he sleeps about 20 hours a day at4._
first, he is very active when awake. He is most
'aware of sights and sounds around him. His eyes
are very busy looking at the eyes of anyone who
holds him. He enjoys looking, listening arid
being held. Anybody can get his attention for
just a few seconds by holding certain shapes
before his eyes. That is rather amazing for such
a little.one who has so many important, new .
things to handle all at once.

APPRWIATE 7dE MANY CHANGES THAT OCCUR
IN THE FIRST SIX WEEKS

Babies Learn The newborn changes a great deal in the first six
Tb Trtst And Need weeks. The infant learns to trust others to neet
Adult Attention her needs. The way people around her respond to

her earliest smiling 'and crying teach her haw to
use smiling and crying as attention-getters. She
learns to feel or show affection for those who
make her feel good. However, the first:true
smile - the "Hi, I see you" smile - usually will
not occur until about four weeks of age. The'

:infant also learns to feel angry at those times
that are frustrating or unpleasant.

They Learn TO Babies may spit upy while learning to digest their
Eat And Respond food. Some babies need different amounts of -

To Adults sucking. This is no different fram some adults
'who need less food and more exercise than others
to stay trim. A, baby should not be asked to
adjust his sucking to an adult's idea of how much
ihe needs or how much is good for him. Upbn seeing
anycne's.face the month-old baby may hush and arch

, his back expecting to be picked up.any mment.
Wh6wheld in position for feeding he will quiet,
expecting to be fed shortly. This actually can
be seen in very little newborns%
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Human Faces
And Voices Are

Of Interest

Baby loves the human face. Watching peoples'

lips and tongues'move or their eyes sparkle and

listening to their voices are of great interest

to a young infant. The month-old baby is able to

follow moving objects with her eyes. She shows a

liking for new sights over old ones. Yet the

human face still is of main interest to her. She

will stare at any face that stares at her. If a

person smiles, she will smile back. By six weeks

of age most any baby will smile at anything that

has eyes or looks like a face. It might be a

drawing, a picture or a doll. She begins to

relate sigh and sound to one another. She turns.

her head to find where a sound Comes from.. Human ,/

voices are her favorite sounds. She knows a

certain voice belongs to her mother. She can

tell the difference between music that is soft

and soothing and music that is loud and unsettl-

ing.. A light tinkle of a bell will hold her

attention for a long time.

Eyes And Hands As weeks go by, the infant gets better anc better

Begin Tb at getting his hand to his mouth. By fi to six

Work Tbgether weeks he may glance briefly at one of his hands.

Up until then his hands were too close for his

eyes to be able to focus on them. Some people

think a child is blind when they see a newborn

uninterested or not able to look directly and

follow his own fist. Once the infant's eyes are

able to focus on his hand, he will begin to act,

not like a newborn, but like an alert, curious

child. A baby at four to eight weeks enjoys a

book of the right kind. Big, bright pictures

held up for baby and talked about will,be of

interest. It sounds strange - reading to a four-

week-old baby - but it is true. A baby of this

age has been seen looking at the pictures. He

won't know what is being-said, so the storyteller

can make up the most.crazy stories that come to

_mind. 2Baby just will be happy to hear a voice,

especidlly if the reader is having a good time,

too .

Body Control A ncnth-old infant is more aware of the feel of

Gets Better things, too. Soft, gentle stroking is comfort-

ing. A brisk rubbing with a bath tel excites \
her. If her arm or leg is lightly,tickled she

will squirm or smile. By the time she is four

to six weeks old the baby's movements are no

longer jerky. She has more control. A very

active one-month-old baby may wiggle around in

her crib. She might even worm her way to a
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far corner of her bed. The month old definitely
has more control of her head. A stronger month
old can lift her head off the mattress when,
.lying on her stomach. But the head still,needs
firm support when the infant is carried or
lifted.

UNDERSTAND I-13W DEPENDENT INFANTS ARE
Cti IMPORTANT ADULTS

Adults Should During thoSe first six weeks-of life it is
Talk TO, Hold, And important for people to talk to baby. They

Play With A Baby should play music and sing to him. 'His legs and
arms should be moved up and down, gently, of
course. His position should be changed so h
can see things in different ways. Sometimes he
can laxon his stomach, other times on his back.
Infant seats are useful because they give baby
another view of the world. Sudh infant seats
.should not put baby at too steep an angle and
his head Should be well supported on both sides.
Baby should have touching or feeling experiences.
He likes people to blow on his tummy softly or
rUb his feet and toes. Cradle gyms and mbbiles
add variety to baby's world. r-fowever, adults
must be careful not to go overboard with such
things. The most important gifts the newborn'
can receive are a pair of waiting arms, a
happy, smiling face and a soft, gentle voice.
The infant should be rocked, patted, held and
carried often. Infant carriers that hoIa baby
safely and securely against the adult's chest
are excellent. When baby is held - especially
if he is fussy or upset - his head Should be on
the caregiver's left side. Then baby can hear '-
the person's heartbeat. This can quiet and
comfort a tiny one when nothIng else seems to
work. A tiny baby-hever Should be left to ety
itt ut n infant who cries is an infant in
need. He-cannot learn if his needs hrecot met.

Gbod Care The newborn is'very dependent-on the important
Encourages Curiosity adults in her life. The more.she is held,

talke4 to, touched and played with, the better
baby will, feel. If life is pleasant and cam-
fortable-this helps her learn about herself and
her world. She Night not appear to be learning A
muCh. But She is-learning a great deal. And
this is jtist the beginning. The tiny baby is
constantly learning whether she is crying,
looking around or being held. he more holding,
toubhing and talking she experiences the more
curious she will become About her world.
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Parents Have
Many Concerns

6

You must realize by now what a big decision it is

when a parent of a six week old decides to seek

child care services. As a caregiver you are left

with a highly important task. The more you know

and are willing to learn about babies the better
you can provide,for their needs.

You Should So you can better meet the changing needs during

Understand baby'S first year, you now have some idea of what

Early Development growth has taken7place before he came to the
center.. Reconsider the events of nine months
spent inside mother in preparation for what lies

Ahead. Try to think of the shock of being born
into this very different world of ours. Imagine,

if you can, those first six weeks of adjustment to
a whole new way of living, breathing and eating.

A lot has been asked of the newborn. Only months

beforershe was protected fram the Chill of.the
wind, the brightness of lights, and the harsh
realities of day-to-day living. Never again in

his entire lifetime will he be forced to go
through such a major change. No event ever will

be quite so drastic or :traumatic as being born. 'e

You Have An The life this'new person will have depends upon'

Important JOb As An many things. You are one of those things. As one

Infant Caregiver of the infant's Main caregivers during her first,
important year,of life, you will have a great deal

to do with how she views her world. Whether she

sees a happy place or a sad place has much to do

With your care. Whether she feels safe and secure
or unsure and fearful depends in part an the

quality of caring or lovingyou are willing to
give to her. lhe giving of love, the giving of a
part of yourself, is what caregiving is all about.

It requires dedica;tion, hard work and unselfish-

ness. But the rewards are well worth the effort.
You will not realize just haw great the reWards
are until you rejoice at baby's first tooth,

recalling some fretful, trying days of sore,
swollen gums when she did not feel quite like
being her usual, happy, calefree self. Your

heart will melt away when baby first smiles at
you because she recognizes your face from all

the .others. You will feel good inside when she
loOks with surprise and delight as she suddenly
rolls over for the first time or trusts your
helping'hand as she dares to take her first step. ,
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Many Rewards With all these things fresh in your mind it should-,
Come From Caring come as no surprise to you that an infant cries

And Giving Your Best when in pain, when his stcmach is empty, a diaper
needs changing, or a sudden noise jars him from
a peaceful sleep. He needs, wants, likei and
loves you very much. Showhiml you understand
by caring and giving your very best. There is
nothing quite like making a baby smile.

28
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HAVE IrCUR OPINICNS CTANGED?

Below are the same situations that appeared at the beginning of this

section. Read them again and see if any of your answers have changed.

Ftzt an X in the first column if you agree with it. Put an X in Column 2

ifyou disagree. Then turn the page for our answers. Tha page number(s)

te// where the answers can be Pund.'

1. A fetus in a mother's mai° can hear sounds,

feel bunts and see light and dark.

2. TOe "soft spot" cn an infant's head closes

by the time the baby is about six weeks old.

3. It sometimes is good to let a tiny infant

cry a while before picking it up so that it

won't get spoiled.

4. Newborns are not able to focus their eyes

well enough to identify an adult caregiver

or parent they are about two months

old.

5. By the time a baby is three weeks old it is

possible to recognize the difference between

its "I am hungry" cry from its "I am

sleepy" or "I am wet",cry.

6. A newborn learns to reach out and grasp

objects during the first week after birth.

7. A gour- to eight-week-old baby will enjoy

looking at a picture bcck. -

8: An unborn fetus may cry and suck its thumb.

9. Newborns learn about their world mostly*by

looking and listening.

10. Newborns prefer the human face and voice

to any other sight or sound.
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A

OUR ANSWERS

1. We agree, see page 19.

2. We disagree, see page 21.

3. We disagree, see page 26.

4. We disagree, see page 22.

5. We agree, see page 23.,

6. We disagree, see page 21.

7. We agree, see page 25.

8. We agree, see page 18.

9. We disagree, see pages 22-23.

10. We agree, see page 25.
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BOW CAN YOU PROVIDE THE BEST

CARE POSSIBLE FOR INFANTS FROM

SIX %EMS TO FOURVCNTHS?

HE SENSITIVE 'IC YOL1NG INFANTS' ABILITIES

Expect Them To
Recognize More

Sights And Sounds

At six weeks of age the infant is just beginning

to'learn to connect sight and sound: He will

look in the direction of a sound, searching for

the thing that made the noise. While loud

noises continue to startle him there are not yet

teaks in his eyes when he cries. At this stage

of development the baby begins to recognize

familiar objects. If he sees you bringing his

bottle he may stop 4crying even before he is

picked up. He recognizes the bottle and has

learned that its appearance means he is going to

be fed.

Watch Six,Week Olds The young infant of six to eight weeks bçgins to

Discover Their Hands readh for and bat nearby objects. Gradlly she
is becoming very fascinated by toys. lIer own

hand is a most popular "toy." She will glance

briefly at her hands. pp until this time her

hands_were too close for her eyes to see them.

They were just a big blur. That is why rattles

were not of much interest to baby in the first

month-and-&-half. And as the weeks pass she

will spend a lot of time staring at her hands

and fingers. Baby can follow slow-moving Objects

with her eyes more easily now. Mbre often than

not she will look to one side or the other

rather than straight ahead. So Objects of

interest Should be hung an both sides of thee

crib instead of directly overhead. Baby also

looks at the eyes of the person holding her,

sometimes sending back tiny smiles at the same

E.

Be AwareThat The month-and-&-half-old infant's batting and

Head COntrol Is glancing at objects are early signs of intel-.

Weak At Six Weeks lectual behavior. Jie still is limited by his

inability to move around or latk of head con-

trol. However, you will be Able to see moments

of actual learning taking place. He is Able to

hold his head up for a few seconds at a time,

often bcuncing or bobbing it up and down. He is

better at turning his head or grasping things in

his mouth like his bottle or fist.

Notice That They By one to two months of age the baby will be

Are Awake spending more time awake than before. She also

Mbre Than Before will 'be' more alert. She will not Snow many

different moods. %ben "S.he is not sleeping, she is

either inactive and quiet just gazing at things

or very active and perhaps fussy. She likes to

suck and may,accidently get her thuMb in her

mouth. She enjoys loOking at lights, being held
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and rooked, and lisiening to your voice and
other soft sounds repeated over and over again.

Enjoy Their At twoMonths of age the infant is smiling at
Smiles At everyone. In fact, he will smile at anything
Two Aanths that_lcoks like the human face: That smile of

his will make you throw your blues away. Baby's
smile is a very powerful force in winning over
an adult. You will find yourself wanting to stay
by his side constantly entertaining,him just to
see his smile. It trulyis a wonderful feeling
when you can make a baby smile.
b

Respond Quickly The tao-monthold infant does not smile all the
Tb Their time. She is Able to dhow signs of rage or

Discomforts anger if she is uncomfortable. If the discern-
fort continues without relief, she will fuss
louder and louder Therefore, taking care of
her needs immediately at this young age is very
important. Your quick response develops a sense
of trust and feelings of security within the

Watch Them React
TO Your Attentions

baby.

Uspany by eight to ten weeks the baby will no
longer have digestive upsets that used to be a
common event in the early weeks. He is no
longer as sensitive to sounds. That is, loud
noises are not as frightening as before. When
something does scare him he will cry real tears.
By 12 weeks of age a baby might respond to your
attention with gurgles, Shrieks of excitement or
perhaps a good, hearty laugh. He is getting
much better at readhing for things. With his
improved reaChing skills he begins to realize
that there is a world outside of his own body.
Yet he does not know that things exisi in their
own right apart from the sensations they give

Expect Better By now the infant is able to follow moving
Coordination Of objects that are as far away as eight to ten
Hands And Eyes feet. She is very good at moving her hands to

herMouth when on her back. Her hands are no
longer tight fisted with the thuftb tucked inside.
She begins to focus her whole attention on
watching her hands in action. She may hold a
rattle for a short time no4 but you will have to
put it in her hand. Her arms and legs are more
active, twisting and kicking in all directions.
When on her tummy she may make crawling-like
motions. While the'infant will develop these
basic skills without your help, she will develop
faster if you are there supporting her and
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E;lcourage Their
Interest In
Listening

Evect Exploration.
Fran Three Month Olds

Give Them Rattles
Or Balls With Bells

TO Enjoy

Be

For More
Prepared
Activity

1

keeping her happy. Fbr instance, she will learn
more quickly if she does not spend tob much time

In one position or is not left to cry for any
length of time.

The two- to three-month-old baby will try to
"talk " He talks just because he can. If you

copy his sounds he may repeat them back'again.

This is a kind of conversation. He will enjoy

it very much. Besides your voice, let the baby
hear soft music and other sounds that will
interest him. Along with this interest in
listening to and making sounds comes the baby's
ability to be able to entertain himself. Do not

expect him to spend a great deal of time amusing

himself. But at least part of the time when he
is awake he will enjoy playing with his mouth
and tongue, perhaps adding a fist or finger here

and there.

By three months of age baby's favorite toy is
herself. Her favorite pastime will be that of

self,discovery. Her fingers will explore her
eyes, nose, mouth, chin and ears. A very active
three-month-old baby might be turning over from

her tummy to her back. She will turn her head

towards a familiar voice. -Her hands are now
open for actively exploring things. She can feel

the difference between soft, smooth objects and
rough, scratchy ones. She most definitely will.

prefer the soft, smooth ones. She will respond
to your 'baying attention to her since she now is

ready for social interaction with everyone.

The 12- to 16-week-old infant will begin to readl

and feel with open hands. He will grasp objects

clumsily with twp hands. He enjoys waving his
fists around and watdhing theF move. He will

want toys like rattles and balls with bells inside.
TOys that dangle are fun, too. He is very inter-

ested in his main caregivers. Feeding him may be

more difficult naa that he moves his arms and legs
around so much. Some part of his body is always
in motion except perhaps when he is sleeping.

The active baby may be Able to roll from side to

side. She will enjoy blowing bubbles in her saliva
as she drools. She has very good head control,
easily following moving Objects and turning her
head to follow a sound. She might like to sit with

support. However, her head will slump forward and

her back will be rounded. Near the end of the
first four months or 16 weeks she will reach.out
and actually grab onto objects pulling them to

her mouth. Now life really is something to 'get

excited About!'
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SUPPORT THEIR EXPLORATION AND PLAY

Be Aware That The infant learns about himself and his world
Play Lets Them through play. He learns to use his eyes and

Practice New Skills ears. He smells, tastes and.feels things. The
baby exercises his large and small musclds. He
.strengthens and develops his tongue and vocal
cords in preparation for speech. Most imporant
of all, play lets an infant practice what he
learns. Whether the infant plays by himself or
with his main caregivers, he repeats newly learned
skillb many times. Something as simple as watch-
ing a crib mobile turn or sticking his fist in
his mouth are samples of the infant at play. An
infant of any age needsquiet times by himself to
play With his hands and feet. :These moments
allow for self-discovery of his body and objects
around him.

Encourage As a caregiver of the infant in the first 16
Self-Discovery And weeks, you can encourage self-discovery by giving

New Learning the baby some time to herself. You can help her
learn about things, too. Put a simple mobile
near the crib for baby to lock at. First she
will watch it. As.she throws her arms and legs
she will notice that the mobile moves. Soon she
will reach out for the objects hanging from the
mobile. By the time she turns three months she
probably will have succeeded in batting and
hitting the mobile. Wbow, does it ever move then!
At each step along the way she will practice and
practice, until she is able to go to the next
step.

Put Tbys'Within
Their Reach

Eaby learns to reach for and eventually grab toys
or other objects through a similar series of
steps. Seeing, reaching for, grasping and putting
the toy in his mouth do not happen all at once.
At about 12 weeks of age when the infant turns
three months old, he shows interest in toys. He
already has spent several weeks looking at them.
Now he begins to reach for them. Ybu can encourage
development by putting a toy.within his reach.
He may betome upset if the toy is pushed out of
reach. So return it to a spot where he can touch
it. In another few weeks,the three to four month
old may very well know how to grasp a small toy
and pull it to his mouth for closer inspection.

Choose TOys For an infant of this age to meet with success,
Wisely be sure the toy is not too large or heavy for her

tiny hands to grasp. Also,-toys that are small
enough to fit ail the way in her mouth are dangerous.
One-piece toys with rounded corners and designed
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with small and large pasts are best. That way

She can grasp the skinny neck of a rubber rattle
but not get the two-inch circular ends down her
throat.

Select1Simple Playthings for infants-in the first four months

Playthings are very slur* Cradle gymS, crib mobiles and

perhaps safe rattles are good. Interesti,ng

lights or shiny objects which reflect light
fascinate them. Sounds are a favorite. The

tinkle of a bell or soft, rdeasant music are
enjoyed by babies of this age. Infants Still

will prefer their bodies and yours, however, to

most toys. Their hands, fingers, feet and toes,

always are ready and available. They are small

enough to,fit part way in their mouths., Yet,
obviously, such playthingsmill not be swallowed
or fall out of reach.

iet Them Have Many babies of this age enjoy a mirror close to

Contact With their'cribs so they oan watch "the other.baby."

You, Tco Infants have fun with their bodies and,,faces in

this way.. It is no surprise, then, that they
love to look at your eyes and hear your voice.
As they grow they cannot resist poking their
fingers in Your eyes, touching your nose and
playing with your mouth. Do not dem young
infants contact with you, While they need time

to discover their awn bodies, they also must
have eguartime to get to know the important
people in their lives. When you cannot hold
them at least let the-al:nag you are near by
talking to them, Calling each by name.

Notice Their Just how much a baby enjoys'play can be seen in

Enjoyment the eight week old who kicks while taking a bath

Of Play or the 12 to 14 week old who coos and gurgles

constantly while playing. The fact that the
tiny infant will perk up when a new sight or
sound is preSented is evidence of the baby's
great involvement in play and thus learning.
The infant is born to learn and through play the
baby learns best.

IT
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If

LENRN TO RECOGNIZE SIGNS OF DISCOMFORT

Expect Them To
Have Their Fussy

Periods

All babies have fussy periods. EVen the most
happy, cheerful fellowwill have his ups and
downs. He is no different from you. Such
moments will occur at different times with
different babies. It may be morning, afternoon
or the middle of the night. The infant may be
fussing to the point where nothing seems to
soothe. Yet, as a concerned caregiver who wants
to help, here are some hints;

Try Rocking, With a tiny infant try swaddling or wrapping the
Snuggly Wrapping baby snuggly in a blanket. Holding her close -

Or.Singing TO Them especially near your heart - and walking back
and forth are good, too... These three ways Of
comforting a young infant remind her of life
before she was born. At that time she could
hear her mother's heart beating, feel mother's

every movement and did not have a lot of roam to
move in herself. So anything that brings back
memories of the warm, comfortable, safe life
before birth often calma a wee one. Gently
rubbing or vatting her back may be comforting.
An infant might enjoy a lullaby. Never mind if
you cannot carry a tune.) The baby is not a
voice critic. She only knows your singing ,helps
her to forget why she,is fussing. The tradi7
tional rocking in a rocking chair probably
always will be a favorite of baby and caregiver
alike.

Don't Save In trying to soothe the fussing infant, one word
Comforting For Fussy of caution. Do not save the singing, patting or

Times Only rocking just for those times when he needs comr
forting. Rocking a baby only when he is fussing
rewards fussing. It encourages him to fuss-just
so he can be picked up and rocked. So you need
to make a habit of rocking a child even when he
is not fussy. Do it just because you know he
will enjoy it. In this way you and baby can '

spend many more pleasant hours together.

Stop Hiccpps With Hiccups are not uncommon in babies. Some
A Drink Of Warm Water fetuses have been known to hiccup while still in

the womb. Hiccups are caused by bubbles return-
ing from the tummy. In the first few months
.after birth some babies will have hiccups after
most feedings. The hiccups usually will go away
by themselves. If not, you often can stop them
by giving a drink of warm water.
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Recognize ihat Colic
Is Painful

,

Expect Babies To
Outgrow COlic By

The Third Or
Fourth Month

Learn Ways TO
Ease Gas Pains

Some babies have colic. Colic is a severe pain
in the intestines which causes.baby to cry. As
a result oolicky babies are fussy and cry more
often than not. Why scale babies have oolic and
others do not is not fully understood. Doctors
believe babies that are very aotive and sensi-
ive are more likely to get colic. Scuetires
babies who are handled too much - never having
time to be alone - are-more colicky. Colic can
be caused in some infants by saallcwing too much
air at feeding. Sometimes a colicky baby cannot
tell the difference between colic pain and
hunger pains. She will suck and cry as if
hungry. Usually a heby with colic will pull her
legs up or stiffen them as she cries. She
should not be given more milk to drink.

Babies who are colicky usually outgrow it by
three to four months of age. By this time they
have learned to swallow better. They discover
many interesting things to look at, listen to
and touch. So they have more time to themselves.
It also may be that those people who care for
infants are less nervous now that the babies are
older. In general, the infants' bodies reach a
stage where the colic just goes away.

There are several things you might do to ease
the gas pains of colic for a baby. Put her
almost in a full sitting position in an infant
seat go she is facing a lamp or bright light.
This seems to help same oolick*babies. Extra
burping or slowing down the feeding routine can
help reduce the amount of air wlld while
eating. Also, check rubber ni ples to be sure
they are the correct size.. Th ,standing, holding
the baby in a lying position, ace down. Put
one arm under her chest. Plac the other arm
between her legs and under her tummy. Gently
rub her stomach with your hand. Use any of the
ways suggested on the previous page to comfort
her. Giving a baby something to suck on like
her own pacifier or warm.water in a bottle
may bring relief. Try any combination of the
above suggestions and you may find just the
right thing for a particular baby with colic.
Whatever you try, keep calm. Some babies are 7

colicky only when they are around people who
are very active, noisy or upset.
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Check Sleeping
Babies For
Difficult
Breathing

Learn TO Give
Artificial
Respiration

Perhaps you have heard of SIDS. This is short for
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. It is a strange thing
that is less understood than colic. It is the
sudden death of an infant occurring in boys more
than girls, and more often inminter andspring than
summer and fall. Yet it can happen to any infant
anywhere at any time. A baby may be perfectly happy
and healthy when put down for a nap. Hours or only
minutes later he is found dead in his crib. There
seems to be no warning or crying. The baby just
stops breathing. Since it occurs mostly in babies
fram birth to four months it does not hurt to
cccasionally check an these tiny infants while they
are napping. If you should happen to see a sleeping
baby who has stopped breathing, has very slaw
breathing and/or whose color has turhed bluish, give
artificial respiration immediately.

Giving artificial respiration to an infant is a
. little different from giving it to an older child or

adult. Lay the baby on her back. Check the mouth
and throat to clear it of any objects or matter:
With the head tilted slightly back, cover the
infant's mouth and nose with your mouth. Make an
airtight seal. First, breathe into the baby with
four short, quick breaths. Then give the baby a new
breath every three seconds or a total of 20 a min-
ute, using short, gentle puffs of air. Remove your
mouth between each breath. Look at the baby's chest
while feeling and listening for air leaving her
lungs. Continue treatment until the infant is
breathing,by herself. Once the baby is breathing
normally, keep her awake. Get medical aid quickly.
Mare is being learned about SIDS every day. Until
it can be prevented in all infants, your close
obserations and quick actions could save a life.

TAKE TINE TO LEARN ROUTINES

Support The
Head And Neck

When Carrying The
Young Infant

Unless you have Had practice, you may, not know
how to hold, diaper, feed or burp a baby. When
carrying an infant, hold him so his face is towards
you, his head and chest near yours. One arm should
be firmly placed around and under his bottom so
the baby is "sitting" on your arm. The other arm
and hand are then free to support the baby's head
and neck from behind. As the infant grows stronger,
supporting the neck and bead fram behind will not
be necessary.
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Change Diapers Diapering is Itucth mole involved. Usually a baby

Often is changed before and after eating, before going

to bed, after.waking *up and any time her diaper
makes her uncomfortable. A baby's diaper usually
is not changed while she is sleeping: Know your

center's policies for the handling and storage

of diapers. 'Follow them exactly. Diapers

brought by the child's parents should be used

only on their baby.

Follow These Follow these steps when diapering anyloaby: '

Diapering
. Steps (1) Get everything together. Remove any dis-

' tractions like toys. Then wash your hands

and bring the infant to the diaper..changing
area. Tetl him what you are going to do.

(2) Gently place the infant on his back on the

changing surface. Never leave the baby

alone!

(3) Talk to the bapy as you take off the dia-

per' If pins are used, put them in a pin

cushion or in something safe. Do not put

them on-the changing surface or in your

mouth. If the baby has had a bowel move-
ment, wipe hint with a,clean part of the

soiled diaper. Set the soiled diaper
aside - off the changing surface.

(4) Sponge or wipe off the infant's bottom area
thoroughlY with a washcloth and lukewarm
water. Test the water to be sure it is

not too hot or cold. Always use a clean
washcloth, towel and water for each baby.,
Let the baby know how nice and clean he is.

(5) Dry the infant gently. Follow your center's
policies regarding the use of baby lotion or

powder. Remember., baby loves to hear your

voice.

(6) Lift the baby's feet, Put a clean diaper
undçneath his boteom and fasten it in place.
If ung pins, keep your fingers between the
pin and baby's body.- If using a disposable
diaper, the plastic tabs should fit snuggly
but not too tightly. Praise baby for being

so good.

(7) Tell the infant you are happy he is dry once

again. Put him in a clean, safe place while
you return to clean-up the diaper area and

wash your hands. Store cloth diapers in a

plastic bag marked with tthe child's.naue:

Discard disposable,diapers.
43.
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E1967Step of the Way talk to baby. Teli.him
whaEyou are doing and what will come next. Let
him know you enjoy making him feel gbod all
over.

Hold Young For the six-week- to four-month-old'infant,
Infants When feeding is a tine-for warm, body contact with

Feeding you, the caregiver. Feeding involves feelings.
The infant's f.rst love for you comes from the

talbottle nursing r feeding experience when you
cuddle and, her making her feel secure.
The main source of food will be milk or a pre-
pared formula. Feeding then is dcneyi.th a
bottle. Infants of this age must be held at,

/ feeding time. It is very important for the baby ,
to hge a lot of toUching, cuddling and holding.

,..,:
. .

Never Leave Them Never, never leave an infant alone with a bottle
Alone With Bottles propped in his mouth.. Not onlV does baby lose

Propped out on the feel of your comforting arms and'
pleasant voice, but it is extremely dangerous!
Mbre than one baby has died from chdking or
drowning in this way. A tiny infarit is not!_able

to move:the bottle'away Should too muth milk

r entei'his mouth. So for safety and developmental
reasons, hold both baby and his bottle. Do not
depre him of this special time when you both
can relax. Nake feeding a peaceful, quiet time
that every baby should have to gtbw up happy and
healthl)'.

Be Sure Bottles Before feeding,a young infant dash your hands
Are Clean And and gather the 'things you will need. Bottles,

Formula Ftesh already filled with baby's mink or formula and
labeled with the baby's name, should be provided
by the parents. Get the bottle ready. Warm it,

or feed it cold according to the parents' '

instructions. Alto, follow their directions asP
to how much and how often the baby should be
fed. 14thd formula has been warmed, check the
temperature on the inside of your wrist. It

clean and unulta is not reheated for
should feel 1 . Be sure ,the bottle is

another meal. It is best to throw leftover milk
away. Have a couple towels ot cloths handy 'for
burping, cleaning spit ups and the like.
Choose a =for-table Chair - a rodker is nice.
Set a mood of rest and relaxation. Then go get
baby. Make sure that the infant is wide awake,

. dry, comfbrtable and hungry. Since ,a tiny baby
1, will suck whenever anything is put into,its

mouth, sucktEPSy itself does not mean the
infant:is hungry; A truly hungry baby will

4 generally fusealong with the sucking.
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Let Them Judge
When They Are Rill

Burp Mein During
And After Feeding

Put Young Babies
ItorSleep On Their

TUmmies After
Feeding

As with all things you do With a baby, cuddle, talk
to and aim-your love for her during feeding.
Again, try holdingther on your left side so she can
hear your heartbeat. Hold her close to your body
with hqr head slightly higher than her tummy. Hold
the bottle so the neck and nipple are always filled
with liquid. This keeps baby from sucking in air
that could make her feel full before she really has
had enough to eat. Do not urge her to drink more
than she wants. It is. a mistake to keep forcing
food down a baby of any age. Let her suck, burp
her, then try the bottle again. But if the infant
is not interested, let her be the judge of whether
her stomach is full or not.

During and after feeding, burp the baby. He rust
be burped to remoVe gas or air bUbbles that may
have formed in his stouech. Burping will help
prevent his-waking up or feeling unpleasant later
on. TO burp an infant, put a tel or clean cloth
on your shoulder. Hold the baby upright so his
head is looking over your shoulder. Or you can sit
a baby on your lap with one hand supporting his
head, the towel on his INg. In either position
gentlyitub or pat the babY's back until you hear a
burp. Some babies burp right away while others
take awhile. Some will have more than one burp.
If you have trouble getting a baby' to burp, it
might help to lay him on his tummy across your
knee.

If an infant should fall asleep during feeding, try
burping her anyway. She may wake up, burp and
finish heebottle. If she does not wake up to
burp, lether sleep. Most infants will spit up
small amounts of milk after eating. This is nor-
mal. Since a tiny baby,often prefers to sleep on
her tummy, this problbly'is nost wise in case she
should spit up milk or mucous. Once she can turn
over by herself it is safe to lay hek down in any
position. If, after sleeping a few minutes, the
baby should wake up and cry, let him finish the
bottle, burping as needed. However, if the infant
wakes up shorti after drinking his fuU amount
of milk, try to burp and rock him back to sleep
or maybe offer a little water rather than more food.
Only boiled water brought from home in clean bottles
should be used at the center. Do not use a bottle
as a pacifier if the baby will go back to sleep
without one.
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Handle Little Ones You must realize that a baby can be injured
Very Gently While eaSily. Handle the baby with care. Dress and

Dressing undress an infant gently. Allow enough time to
do the job carefully. In other words, do not be
in a hurry. If you are, the baby will sense it
and become upset. Let the infant move while you
are dressing her. Do not try to holdter arms or
legS absolutely still. You will find-that you
can slip her arms and legs into clothes even if
the baby is moving around. An infant loses body
heat,quigkly. She cannot move fast enough to
stay warM when it is cool. Always keep her feet
covered. They are the hardest part of her body
to keep warm. Remember this simple rule of'
dress: keep baby clean, dry, dressed for the
weather and in loose clothes.

e
Expect Some Once'in a while you may have to bathe an infant.

Babies To Resist If this should occur, you should know fnam the
A Bath start that not all babips enjoy a bath. In fact

some want to have noth±ng to do with a bath.
They are frightened by the experience. For one
reason or another they are not comfortable in
water. So for them enjoying a bath will take
time. For babies that are uneasy about being put
into a small tub of water, try laying theM on a
towel. Then you can wash them with a soft cloth,
followed by a quick wiping off to rinse.

Always Stay With For the baby who enjoys a tub bath, be prepared
Them While Bathing to get wet. The bath water should be just the

right temperature - not too hot or too cold.
Test it with a dip of your elbow. About an inch
of water is plenty. A clean towel or cloth
lining the tub bottom will keep baby from sliding.
With one hand under his head and the other holding
his legs, carefully put the baby in the tub.
Hold him in a slight sitting position, supporting
him behind his neck and under an armpit at all
times; Whether you give a tub or a towel bath,
never leave the infant alone for a moment. This
precaution must be followed even if it means
whisking a wet infant from the water in fn emergency.

Use Soft Cloths A, baby may not like a bath because adults often
And A, Mild Soap try to clean.herimose and ears. Do not attempt

to clean a baby's nose, ears, naval or genitals
with cotton-tipped swabs. This is unsafe. There
is no real need to be concerned about the infant's
nose as nature keeps it clean. As for her ears,
carefully clean the parts you can see with a
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damp cloth. Gintly wipe around the naval, her .

genitals and bottom and other parts of her body.

Always start at the infant's bead and wash dowir

ward, just as you do for yourself. Use no spe-.

cial, perfumed soap. A, plain, mild soap is best.

Wash her face first without soap, then her head
and the rest of her bcdy with soap. EVen then,

do not use too much soap. Rinse thoroughly.

Gently dry the baby all over. If her hair has

been washed, be sure to dry.it completely, too.

Use Baby- There are good reasons wby you must be very care-

Products Wisely ful in the use of lotions, pcwders, ointments,
ample and other similar products on infants. .

Many babies have skin that is very sensitive to
the ingredients that are used to make these

products. Some will have very severe reactions

called allergies. The allergic reactions can
often be more harmful than the condition, such as
diaper rash, that you may be trying to cure or

prevent. infants have been known to breathe in
fumes or powder from such baby products causing
breathing problems. And there is no need to feel

that you-have to make baby smell good. Babies

have a wcnderful, fresh smell all their own. All

you need to do is keep them clean and dry. Even

if a parent requests, before you use anything on
a baby have the permission of your director or a

doctor. This is the most safe,way to proceed.

Talk TO° Babies While doing any of these routine tasks - feeding,

As You Care changing or bathing - talk to the infant the

For Them entire time. Be cheerful. The infant can sense

fran your voice and the way you touch him just
how he should feel.- When you are happy and
enjoying yourself he more than likely will enjoy

himself, too.

Be Sure They,Get Visits outside should be a part of the daily rou-

Fresh Air Daily tine. Babies are healthier if they get fresh air

and/ar 'sunshine. Unless it is extremely cold or
hot, some outdoor experiences improve the infants'
appetites and breathing. Such events offer a

nice change of scenery, too. Take steps to

protect the babies fialtdirect wind, rain or
bright sunshine and dress them for the weather.
Take them to see, hear, smell and feel the great

out-of-doors. One caregiver can accompany three

or four infants at a time. Make full use of twin

strollers. Put two. tiny infants up frant and one

little one in an infant seat strapped in the

back. Or two older infants can sit in the back

package area. It will take some planning and
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effort on your part.' But know that outdoor ventures
are excellent for babies. You have a chance to =
get out of the center, too. If you honestly see
the importance of such experiences you will find
outdoor time can be made an easy, fun event most
every'day of the year.

Keep The Sleeping Sleep is pne of the most important routine activi-
Area Clean And ties for a grafingbaby. While you are not directly

Omfortable involved with the baby while she is sleeping,
there are some tklings you should consider. The
raNnwhere baby sleeps shouldbe aired dPily. Of
course, clean cribs, sheets and blankets are a
mmst. The sleeping area should have'rrobiles, -

cradle gyms, patternedsheets on the mattress and
contrasting pictures on the walls and ceiling for
added interest. Despite wbat some believe, such
items of interest will not prevent the infant from
going tb sleep. Just the oppOsite is true. And
while she is dozing off to sleep and upon waking
up, the baby has something interesting to look
at. Keep the roam at a comfortable temperature.
The baby should be warm but not too warm. Usually
light-weight clothing with a light-weight blanket
are all that are needed. Be sure the infant's feet
are covered as they,are generally the first thing
that will get chilled4 It has beenfound that some
babies sleep better in bassinets or cradles because
tf)e space is not quite so large. Laying the infant
crossways, then, in a large crib may make the baby
feel more secure. Make certain the crib sides are
Lodked securely. Do not bundle the infant tightly
for sleeping because he should have some freedom to
move.

Recognize Signs Regularity in sleeping is important. The infant
Of Tiredness can accept nap and bedtime more readily when it

is something he can count on at certain times of
the day following certain'activities. Signs of"
sleepiness typically are rubbing.of the/eyes and
a dropping of the head. Amcmerly fussy baby may'
be in need of an early nap.- A baby who has had too
muth excitement will tire easily. Often sudh an
infant will wake up in the midelp of a nap. If
this should happen, calmly and quietly camfort the
baby back to sleep.

Expect Tired Infants It is,not necessary to get in the habit of rocking
TO Fall Asleep a baby to sleep. The infant needs to learn to get

Without-Rocking herself to sleep. If the is not feeling well, rock-
ing is certainly in order. But-as a matter of
regular care, rocking a bablyotto'sleep is not
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Change Their
Positims In Cribs

Now And Then

ft*

Let Them Practice
Movemants On

Their Stomachs

Find Ways For
Babies To Use
All Of Their

MUscles

advised. If the infant is kept busy with fun,

exciting things to do, she will be ready to sleep

when the time comes:

MOst tiny babies prefer to sleep on their tummies.

It is perfectly fine to put a baby down in the

position he prefers. Often the face-down position

is suggested in the event the infant Should spit

up. But if the baby is not comfortable in that

position, lay him down however he sleeps best. Do

tiy to vary the infant's positions for sleeping and
when he is awake so that he can experience frequent

Changes. If the baby has hair worn off the back of
his head, he has spent'too much time on his badk.
So get him on his tummy more. If he has hair worn

off one side or the other of his head, then Shift
Objects of interest to the other side of his crib.
Moving the crib itself can help, too.

While awake give the tiny baby every opportutlipy to
develop body strength and movement. TO°, many or

too tight clothes and covers prevent baby from
experimenting with movement. Be sure she spends

lots of time an her stomach. Only in this position
can she arch her back, lift her head and chest,
push up on her elbows and finally straighten her
arrs with weight on them. This is the only way the
infant eventually will learn,to crawl. During the

first three or four months the baby will spend a
great deal of play time in'her crib. The crib is
probably one of the safest, warnest and most secure
places to be. Mobiles and cradle gyms can be
attached to the crib for added fun. But once the
baby is able to hold up her head and chest, she
will learn to roll over, scoot and eventually
crawl. By then the infant should 4e placed on a
mat or pad on the flooras long as it is free of
drafts. Ih

You can encourge body development further in the
infant by feeding and diapering him equally from
both sides. The baby is learning to develop both
sides of his body. You can en 's by
presenting things for him to ig±b in front of him,
letting him use whichever hand suits him best. Do
not impose your desire for right or left handedness
on him. He will develop that preference in due
time on his own. You can better help him at this
age by getting him to strengthen all the muscles in
his young body.
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Try Gentle EXercising genes are enjoyed by babies of all
Exercising Ganes ages, so try some with the tiny ones. A rubdown,

baby-style, exercises the whole body. Place the
,baby on her stomach. Using'both hands, gently
stroke baby from head,to foot. Repeat this several
times, talking and singing to baby as.you go. You
can encaurage head control by holding baby with
her chest above your head, then raise her up and
down touching/your nose to hers. Armiand,hand
exercise can be just as easy. -With baby cn her
back, let her grasp,your fingers. Then gently
raise the upper half of her'body off the mat. Leg
movement can be encouraged by tickling baby's bare
feet and toes briefly. This will get baby to kick
her legs about.

Let Them frbve If health regulations allow, put the baby on an
Freely While exercising surface without any clothes on. Pe

Completely Undremsed" sure ta place a flannel-backed rubber,sheet under
him. When the infant is completely undressed, he
is given the freedom of movement that he does not
have otherwise. In addition to meeting health
requirements in this regard,-the rommust be at a
comfortable temperature so the infant does not get
cold. Usually average room temperature works well
as long as the infant is indeed exercising.

4 6
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BP431DIM thCrIZS
IN CARING FOR INFANTS

SIX FIEEKS TO FCUR 24:018S

, . Some Often Asked Questions

And
Situations TO EXplore

HOW DO YOU RECOGNIZE
INFANTS' SPECIAL NEEDS?

In caring for very young infants make use of your senses of seeing, hear-

ing, smelling and touching. At this age babies need to be looked at

carefully and often. Listen for coughing and breathing sounds. You

soon will learn the different crying sounds babies make and what'they

mean. The most common types of crying.sounds will tell you when babies

are hungry, sleepy or uncomfortable. Pay attention to their cries and

try to meet their needs. 'Your nose will tell you when a baby has had a

bowel movement or has spit up. Tbuching an infant gives comfort and

reassurance. It also alerts you to excess perspiration or fever which

may indicate illness. Learn what the babies in your care are like.

Each personality is different even at this age. Yet the need for loving

care and a watchful eye is universal.
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WHAT WOULD YOUJ
BO . . .

Caroline is ten weeks old. She haS been coming to the-center for about a
week. Tbday you notice her drawing up her led,s and crying. She has been
fed, burped, changed and put in her Crib, but her cry tells you she still
is very uncomfortable.. What could you do?

A. Since her needs have been met, she probably
is sleepy. She will go to sleep faster if you
just pat her back and hum softly to her.

B. Pick up Caroline and place her on her back on
your lap. Push on the bottom of her feet while
bending her knees up against her stomadh. This
will help her pass any gas she may have.

C. Pick up Caroline and give her some More milk.
She still may be hungry. Be sure to burp her
before putting her in the crib again. .

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page

a
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Jason is two months old. He is lYing in his crib tryiftg to sleep. How-
ever, he has a cold and is having trouble breathing because of thick
mucous in his nose. You know Jason is miserable and va,uld like to help
hint. What could you do?

A. Take a cotton swab and clean the mucous from
his nose. Then turn hiJm on his stomach. He
probably will go to sleep.

B. There is'very little you can do for Jason.
Pat him on the back and hope that he goes to
sleep. When his mother comes, suggest that
she take Jason to the doctor.

C. Take a tissue and wipe away as much of the
mucous as possible. Check Jason for fever.
If he has a fever or if he continues to be
uncomfortable, call the parent.

Answers tram Choice A is not the best solution. Caroline is
Previous Page drawing up her legs and acting uricomfortable.

This probably indicates stomach discomfbrt. It

will nt be relieved by patting and humming.

Choice B is a good answer. Youare taking
actions which could help her Airs. When
young infants draw up their 't uttually

indicates stomach pain due, most often, to gas.

Choice C is not wise. Caroline already has been
fed and burped. Feeding her again cbuld add to
the problem. She may not want to eat any more
if she is uncomfbitable or in pain.
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Melisia is eight weeks old and has been fed and burped. She has been

asleep for a while and you hear her whimper. She has spit up yet con-

tinues to sleep. The spit up has a rather strong odor but she seems to

feel fine. What should you do?

A. Wipe her face and the bedding. Mbve her so

she is not lying in the spit up. If she

appears to be well, allow her to stay asleep.

B. When a baby spits up and.the odor is very
strong, it mans she is sick. Wash her off.

Then call and ask the parent to come and get
Melissa.

C. Ubless Melissa wakes up and begins Crying,

leave her alone. It is quite normal for a

baby to spit up. There is no need to disturb
Melissa's sleep.

Amsuers From Choice A is a poor choice because you should

Previous Page never insert anything, even a cotton sWab, in a .

child's nose or ears.

(Choice B is better than Choice A but you are
doing nothing to help Jason. .

Choice C is the best response. You have done -

something to help Jdson and are continuing to
watch him carefully. Parents should be called

when a baby has a fever or continues to be
uncomfortable fbr any period 6f time.
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Answers From Choice A is acgeptable. You need to wipe

Previous Page Melissa's face and move her carefully. She pro-

bably will continue to sleep. But you should

watch her closely. If the baby)spits up many

times or spits up a largeramount, the parent
must be called.

Choice B is not the best idedi A strong odor
from spit up does not always mean a child is

sick.

Choice C is not a wise decision. If Melissa has

spit up she may breathe in some of it which

could be very,dangerous. You need to wipe her

face and the*edding. Abve her gently.



WHAT CAN YOU DO TO SUPPORr
YOUgG INFANTS' DEVELOPMENT?

Infants from six weeks to four months sleep a great dead; But when awake
they should be giveninteresting things to look at and listen to. Use
brightly colored mobiles with music boxes attached to the crib to entertain
the5r Talk and sing to them. Holding them, carrying them and rocking

them when they are awake helps them feel secure. Pay attention to them
during their happy, wakeful hours, not just when they cry. Give the baby
a chance to shift positions from sitting in an infant seat to being
carried around or lying in his crib. Or put baby on a blanket on the

floor. Infants are learning during all their wakeful hours, so vary
their positions. Watch them closely for signs of sleepiness. Be sure to
give them time to themselves as well as time with you.
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WHAT WOULD Yow
DO IF . . .

Sara, who is six weeks old, has been fed, burped, changed and put down

for a nap. She has been lying mdake contentedly playing in her crib for

about 20 minutes looking around and,listening to the sounds incthe roan:

What should you do?

A. 'Since Sara-is content, leaVe her olone .to

listen to and Observe things around her.

B. Put Sara in an infant seat. Move her so she

can look at and listen to different things.

C. Move her to a different crib where she can
see you and the others much better.

to'

AnSwers On Bottcan
Of Next Page

0

*If

11.
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Steven is three months old. He los been sitting in n infant _after

being-fed lunch andediarexed. You notice that he ha just fa asleep

before you get him to his crib. Should You take any action?

(ev

A,. Yes. Put Steven in his crib. Even if he

should Wake he will be more comfortable-rest-

ing in the crib.

B. No. Do not disturb Steven's. sleep. Tf he

becomes uncomfortable, he will wake'up and

then you can move him.

C. No. Watch Steven. If he begins to

move him gently to a'ibre comfortable

in the infant seat.

.uP

ition

Answers From Choice A is the best re ponse. After a half hour

Previons Page of contented playing, s -week-old Sara needs her

sleep. She probably'w l fall asleef shortly. if

left alone.

f
. ,.../..."2"6°

ChoiceV3 is not the best choice. ,At thi age

Sara needs to s,leep after playing fbr suôh a long

time. Mbving her at this time may make sZeep

difficult. You couldhavra fiissy baby on your
..

hands as a result.
-44r.

Choice C ii not wise. Sara needs.her sleep.'

Also, infants should not be moved arbundrfrom

crib to another once one has been assigned to

them.
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Answers Pram Choice A is a good solution. Steven will sleep

Previous Page longer and more comfortably in his crib. You

probably can move .Steven without waking him.

Even if he should wake when you move him, you

can comfbrt him back to sleep. It is not good

to let a baby spend a lot of time in an infant

seat.

Choice B is not a good idea. If Steven dogs

wake up after being asleep fbr a while, he may

not be able'to go back to steep and will be

fussy and unhappy. He will have awak§ned

because he is uncomfortable sleeping in the

instant seat.

Choice C wiltinot meet Steven's need fbr sleep.

Infants shourd sleep in a lyi,ng down position.

Infant seats are for the infants' wakeful hours.

4
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SCAT ARE THE NE=
Ce CHILDPIN F104 FCOR TO

FIGHT ?CMS CEP AGE?,

EXpect Fbur Tb
Five Month Olds

TO Change Their Own
Body Positions

Watch As They
Grab And Let Go

. Of Objects

Enjoy Them As
They New
Discories

A

KNOW WHAT BEHAVIORS TO EXPECT

The four- to fiv4Conth,old baby will know how

to roll over.ftam any position. This newly

learned skill will make itFpcssible for him to

change his own position any time, any place.

For-this-reason you will not have to be con-
cerned about whether you lay him on his back or

his tummy. He will roll over to a new position

to suit himself. However, it does mean you must

be even more careful than before. Whenever

belts, straps, locking sides and the like are

available as safety features on infant equipment,

they should be used. The baby of this age can

flip himself over and out of things, even your

arms, very quickly. Once he discovers he has

these abilities you must take every precaution

to prevent accidents. Since it is impossible to

predict the exact age a baby will learn any

new skill, always,assume from the start that he

can do more than you think possible for his age.

That way accidents will occur less often.

Baby will be practicing grabbing whatever She is

Able to reach and get into her hands. She will

begin to let-go of things, too. In other words,

she will learn that she has some control over

how.long an object will stay in her hand. At

an earlier age she might have grabbed your hair

and not have been able to let go at will. You

had to pry her fingers apart. But now, you could

dhow her another interesting toy and she would

voluntarily give up a hunk of your hair to readh

for the new toy. As she gets better at grabbing
things, She will spend a lot of time simply

passing a toy badk and forth fram one hand to the

other. The baby learns some tricks that annoy

adults. She will drop things. You pick them

up. She drops them again. She does not know

that her latest game may be frustrating for you.

She is only learning.

The infant will learn to put her toes in her

mouth or blow bubbles in her milk. She pulls

herself up in her crib, or uses your leg or

the leg of.a chair. She learns more complicated

lause-and-effect skills. She will hold out her

arms to be picked up. She will pull the string

on a toy to getilt to move towards her. Each

new skill brings with it squeals of joy and

pleasure. She loves to bounce her whole body

up and down. You will notice the beginnings of

simple crawling movements, too.
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Notice Haw Busy
And Easygoing

They Are

The baby of this age is apt to cry very little.
He is extremely busy Learning so many new skills
He will gurgle, ba.bble ahd chatter - sometimes
softly, sometimes loudly. He will begin to
imitate your speech sounds. He will recognize
his own name and he also knows other key words
like "mammy" and "daddy " He may wave "bye-bye"
as you leave. Baby enjoys a bdok. He will want
to feel,or touch the _pages. He will smile at
himself or at you in a mirror. He is a most
social person, generally very easy to get along
with. But he is realizing some faces are more
familiar than dthers. By eight months of age,
he will start to show same reluctance to smile
at a total stranger. He truly is growing up.

SUPPORT THEIR DEVELOPMENT THROUGH PLAY

Realize The From-four to eight months of age, play is more
Iricreased Importance important'to the infant than it was before. The

Of Play 16- to 34-week-old infant learns to sit up.
Some infants learn to crawl and stand by the
time they are eight months old. This is quite a
different story than in the first four months.
Then baby could not even sit pp by himself. He
had to be content mostly to watOh and listen to
life go an around him, waiting for things to
happen and tb-come to him. Finally, he learned
to reach out and grab onto things with his
hands. That accomplishment marked the height of
his physical development in the first four
months.

Be Ready ibr The Learning to sit pp and perhaps crawl and stand
Exploration That while holding on are important physical events

Sitting pp Brings in the second four-month period. Upon sitting
upright with both hands free, the infant enters
a whole new way of life. Those fat, Ohtbby
hands take full advantage of their new found
freedom. Baby is able to throw, clap, wave and
drop with her hands. She can poke, push, pull
and hit things. She can try her luck at feeding
herself finger foods: While learning to sit up
'she perfects her ability-to readh out and
grab Objects. Her-tiny fingers seem to find the
smallest things imaginable, like the speck of
lint you missed the last time you vacuumed.
Baby plays in many ways and with many different
things.



Be Aware Of
gnall Objects That
Can Cause Choking

Give Them Time
To Play Alone'
And With You

Encourage
Exploration By

Removing Babies
From Cribs

And Playpens

Notice Interest
In Things That

Disappear

Baby's ihterest in tiny objects presents some

real dangers. All too often adults do not see

the little items that a baby will find. And at

this- age, those small objects usually are put in

the infant's mouth. Because an infant is so

interested in tasting, chewing and gumming these

small discoveries, choking always is a possibility.

Should you see a baby choking, here is an action

plan to follow at once. Sit the infant an yopr

lap with baby's back facing you. Place the

forefinger and middle finger of one hand on the

infant's stomthh, just below the breastbone. Do

the same with the Borefinger and middle finger of

the other hand. Then quickly press upward. The

upward thrust of the infant's diaphragm forces

air from the lung. This, in turn, ejects whatever

is stuck in the throat.

As before, baby needs time to play alone and time

to play with you. Be sure he has an opportunity

for both. Be consistent. Provide time to spend

with baby. Then baby will be able to play alone

more easily. If you are not consistent in caring
for baby when he needs you most, then he will
find a way to get your attention whenever he can.
At thii age attention-getting most often is by

crying.

An infant should not be left alone in a crib or
playpen Bor long periods of time. Crib play for

a few minutes after waking from a nap or putting
the baby in a playpen to tend to an urgent matter

are acceptable. But far too much use is made
these days of cribs, playpens and other baby
furniture. They are used to keep baby "out of

the way." Sudh practices prevent baby from
exploring or moving About freely. Anything that
holds badk her natural desire to play also holds
badk learning. So bear in mind that cribs are
for sleeping, playpens for energencies and high
chairs for feeding. They are not intended to
take the place of crawling in the baby crawl area
or spending time on youelap or in your arms.

At about six months an infant may begin to look
for a toy that has disappeared from sight. Even
before this age a two-,to three-month-old baby
will look longingly at a doorway through which
you have just disappeared. This probably-iS the
start of the infant's knowing that while he
cannot see you, you may return any moment. Of
course, if you do, your return is greeted with
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Play PeekrABoo
And Cther

Hide-And-Seek
Gams Now

Watch How Fingers
Help Their
Exploration

Play Pat-A-Cake
TO Help Strengthen

Hands And Arms

Expect Some Fear
Of Strangers, Falling

Or Loud Noises

glee. If you do not, the infant may pause a
moment to stare at the empty doorway, then turn
his attention to something else. But months
later you can turn the baby's Interest in this
area into a game.

Play a hide-and-seek type game. l'Ut a toi under

a.blanket while the infant is waifting you.
Then let her find it. In the beginning partly
hiding the toy so a corner can be seen works
best. This might not be as much fun for you as
oompletgly hiding it. But baby will be delighted.
She will squeal and bounce with joy as she jerks
the blanket off. After she has caught an to the
game, then try to cover the toy completely.
Playing other games like I=see-you and peek-a-
boo also helps infants to learn to remember
objects that are out of sight.

This is about the stage of development that 1.1e

infant will poke and pull with his fingers. He
will examine objects very carefully. He uses
every way he can to learn about things. He
chews them, bangs them, squeezes them or throws
them. At this point you should begin to give
him a few toys at a time instead of just one.

Since the infant is rapidly developing the use
of hethands, a tradalonal game for an infant
this age is pat-a-cake. It is an excellent
togetherness activity that requires you and baby
and no other props. Shewill not be perfect at
first, bipt that does not matter. What does

, matter is that you are spending time with her,
helping her learn better control of her hands
and arms and teaching language besides.

Aesix to eight months of age the infant may
show his fear of strangers and strange objects
like Halloween masks. In the early months he
had natural, inborn fears. He feared loud,
sudden noises or falling. He did not learn
these fears. The fears were caused by sense...
tions that disturbed him. Even at four to eight
months of age he still is frightened by such
events. Falling and sudden noises are especially
scary if the infant is dozing off to sleep. He .
feels insecure or uncomfortable. Of course,
that is how all fears make any person, young or
old, feel. So in this way the infant is like
you.
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Protect Infants From It is part of your job to protect the baby as

Play That much as possible from'anything that might

Frightens Them frighten her regardless of her age. Do not play

rough garres-with her like throwing her up in the

air. She will not like the sensation of falling.

She does not-know that you will catch her. For

that matter, you cannot be sure of that fact

yourself. Jumping out at an infant suddenly

during a game of peek-aboo could scare her.

Don't Switch
Campkmms Often

Switching him from one caregiver to another all

the time does not make him feel secure either.

At seven to eight months the infant enters a
period when he becores very upset if separated

from familiar faces. He has grown enough to be

able to recognize his main caregivers from

strangers. Strangers do not look, sound or feel

the 'were. After many months.of learning, the
infant has come to know his world based upon
certain, constant people and things. When those

things are gone, he naturally feels unsure. SO ,

do not be disturbed by his fear of strangers.
This is an important event. .It is to be expected

and showi that the baby has come to trust the ,

key people in.his life.

Expect Expressions The infant not only Shows her fears more at this

Of Anger age, but she begins to express anger, too. If

At'Times you prevent her legs and arms fnanmoving about
by deliberately holding them down, She will

object by squirming and screaming loudly. If

the crawls.into a box but cannot get out, she

may get mad. If you are takingtoo long to
Change her diaper, She may run out of patience.

She is at an age where she is beginning to .
assert herself. She has learned over the early
months that not all things in her life are

beyond her control:

LEARN TO HANDLE COMMON DISCOMFORTS

Recognize The Baby's first tooth appears at about six to seven

Signs Of months of,age. But as with all development,

Teething there is a wide variation in this. One infant

may cut his first tooth at four months while

another may not until nine or ten mcnths.
Before and-after the first tooth appears the
infant may drool a great aeal. You may want to

keep plenty of bibs handy to absorb the drool,

keeping baby's cloth6 dry. As,a tooth slowly

grows-to and through the surface of the gums, the

baby will bite, chew and gum everything he can

get into his mouth. He may not be interested in
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nursing from his bottle as he once was since the
nipple pressing on his gums may be painful. He
may prefer to bite the nipple rather than suck it.
The infant may be fussy off and on during teething
months. But this fussiness is not quite the same
as being ill. He might cough more often, choking
on excess saliva that runs down his throat. Play-
ing with or rubbing an ear may go along with
teething. This is especially true of a ten- or
eleven7nonth-old baby when he begins to cut his
first molars.

Find Ways Teething rings may help ease the irritation or
TO Soothe soreness of gums due to teething. Some are made
Sore Guns so they can be chilled. The cold'surface helps

reduce the swelling and makes baby's gums feel
better. Be sure the rings are brought from home
and used by only that baby. A baby might enjoy
your rUbbing a Ainger firmly over his gums. You
will need to wash your hands, of course, before
putting a finger in baby's mouth. Be prepared for
baby to bite. If she does, calmly let her know
you will not allowthe biting. Withdraw your
finger each time,she dces try to bite with a firm
but gentle,."No." Hard foods may help the infant
who likes to bite down hard on something. It also
is a nice way Ito introduce new food. Unless you -

have permission from the director or a doctor,
under no circumstances are you to give the baby
any nedication. If the parent asks you to give
medication, advise the parent to talk to the
center director. And, remember, ointments to
relieve sore gums are a form of medication.

Watch For Sometimes teething is accompanied by charrhea or
Changes In loose bowels. Another baby may be constipated or

Bowel Movements have hard bowel movements. Such changes in the
infant's bowels should be noted on his daily
chart. Diarrhea may or may not be infectious. If
it is caused by the stress of teething or a new
food the baby has eaten, he probably will not
spread the problem to other babies. ,However, if
his bowels are loose and watery along with an
offensive odor, then an infection of some sort is
probably present. Infections that cause such
diarrhea can be spreail to others. If.the bowels
also have blood or mucous in them, or the baby acts
droopy, doesn't want to eat, vomits'or has a fever,
the baby definitely is ill. In either case, the

.

parent should be notified immediately and the infant
removed from the center and examined by a doctor.
Any form of diarrhea is serious because the infant
loses body fluids rapidly. So the infant should
receive lots of clear liquids.
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Observe Good
Health Habits With

Infant Diarrhea

Note Constipation
And Increase

Liquids

Recognize That
Diaper Rash

Can Be Painful

Change Diapers
Frequently

And Cooperate
With Parents

Regardless of the cause ofthe diarrhea, you
must observe certain health habits until the
parents pick up the infant Wadh"your hands,
not only after handling the infant's diaper,' but
also after handling her. Her soiled diapers
should be-placed in a separate, closed container
or pil.astic bags, Parents also should be advised
not to bring the infant to the child care center
if diarrhea is present the next morning unless
they have written clearance from a doctor.

Constipation is a hard bowelmovement or no
movement at all It usually is not serious&
infants. In fact, it is normal for same infants
to skip days - having a movement perhaps every
other day instead. In the early months all
infants will strain while having a movement.
Some get verxd in the face. Whenever an
infant does have a hard, dry movement or no
movement, it is important to note this on his

chart. Constipation can be an early sign o,f a

coming illness. Increasing liquids may he the

.infant get over constipation. As with diarrhea,
any blood passed can be serious. In this event,

a doctor's care is important.

Diaper rash is another health mZ'agi that can go
along with teething. Yet, like diarrhea or con-
stipation, diaper radh has many causes and
occurs in all ages of infancy. A mild diaper
rash may be Observed frequently in babies. It

is characterized by a fine dotting of red spots

in the diaper area. The rash may spread and the

baby may be uncomfortable. Severe diaper radh

is Obvious. The red spots are much larger,
often with open sores on the Skin. Such diaper
rash is painful for the Child, especially each
time she wets. The ammonia in her urine causes
a burning ofthe skin. The Child Should be

examined by a doctor.

Following the doctor's advice, caregiver and
parent must work together to clear up the rash.
An effort' must be made to keep the baby dry
and comfortable by gently changing the diaper.
Change wet or.soiled diapers immediately. Fol-

low correct diapering procedures as outlined
in the previous section. It is most important
to keep the baby's bottom as clean and dry as

possible. Here, too, feeding lots of liquids
can help dilute the ammonia in the baby's urine,
thus causing less skin irritation.
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BE PREPARED FOR A CHANGE IN EATING HABITS

Offer Solid Foods
By Fbur To
Six Months

Let Infants
Get Used To

New Foods
Gradually

Don't Worry
If They Refuse

To Eat

In the first few moths an infant learns to
nurse - to breathe, subk and swallow all at the
same time without choking. By four to six
months of age the baby eats solids. He learns
-to dhew or gum soft foods before swallowing
them When giving an infant of this age solid
foods, hold him, on your lap whenever possible.
Have bibs and towels handy. At first he will
not know how to handle the food. It probably
will come oozing out of his mouth. If the spoon
is put inside the upper lip the infant will suck
the food to the back of his mouth. This will
help himswallow automatically. In time he will
learnto move the food around with his tongue
and finally swallow it. As he is learning, do
not try to rush or hurry him. He may even try
to push the spoon out of his mouth with his
tongue, bat at it with his hands or spit. After
all, the spoon feels strange. So sudh reactions
are natural.

Feed the baby solids when she is hungry and
feeling good. Mornings usually are best. Let
her nu rcim a bottle first to take away the
strong :er pains. This assures the infant
that she is going to be fed. Then offer the
solid food. It should be soft, lukewarm and
mild tasting. Prepare only a small amount. If
cereal is fe,d, thin it a bit with some of the
baby's formula. Always let the baby get used to
one new food at a time before starting another.
TWo weeks is a good waiting period. If a nei
food is not eaten, try it again in a day or so.
Serve a familiar food baby likes along with a
new one. This gives baby something to count on.
It also means she will have plenty to eat should
she not like the new food.

It is a good idea to taste,the baby's food your-
self, using a clean spoon. Do not use baby's
spoon. Check to see if it is too hot, cold,
salty or bitter. Reduce distractions around the
baby at eating time. Mbst important, do not
force a food if the infant does not want it.
EVen with foods the baby likes, do not encourage
overeating. You ould not get discouraged if
baby has troUble irx the beginning. He needs
time to learn to e t solids. You can help baby
know what to do by opening and closing your
mouth, pretending to eat, too. Talk to him.
Make eating one of his happiest times.
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Use High Chairs
And Finger Fbods

When They Can
Sit Up

Feed Finger Foods
After A Few

Spoonfuls Of
Other Food

Offer Liquid In
A Cup At The End

Of A Meal

-

Once the baby can sit up at about six to seven.
months, you can put her in a high chair Be
sure the safety straps are fastened securely and
the tray locked. Never leave the infant unattended.
At this age the baby becomes interested in
finger foods. She has learned how to grab and
finger objects quite well. She also may be
cutting teeth so=gumming and chewing small,
semi-soft pieces of food will be soothing to her
gums as well as a tasty change for both you and
her. Soft meats and cheeses cut into thin
strips are good. Small pieces of fresh, ripe
banana are a favorite. Pieces of toast are fun
to crunch. If you are in doubt about a food,
check with someone who knows.

Remetber, too, regardless of his age, a baby
worries if he is not fed when he is hungry. So
start a finger food session by spoon feeding a
few favorite solids. Then near the end, let the
child try a cheese stick or soft cracker. When
finger foods are similar in taste to foods the
baby has eaten as mashed baby food, he will
meet with greater success at feeding himself.
And expect him to be messy. Being neat and tidy
will not be his main concern at this stage.

At About six to seven months most babies learn
to drink from a cup, gradually giving pp the
bottle. You can take steps to make learning
this new task easier. Be sure the cup is not
too large, Bottomrheayy cups with handles are
good. Some have removable covers with spouts
and holes in them. Sudh cups are made with a
baby in mind. They are easier for baby to
handle and can prevent some spilling. At first
let the infant play with the cup when it is
empty. When you give baby the cup with liquid
in it, do so at the end of a meal. She is not
too hungry by then. Put only a little.to drink
in the bottom of the cup. Even a cup,that is a
third to a half full can be hard for her to
handle. Of course, use a liquid that she already
likes. This is not the time to try sOmething
new. Praise L....)17 whenever she tries even if she
makes &mess. Be Able to accept smaLl successes
in anything:you try with her. It won't take
Lang before she will enjoy using a cup. Soon
she will learn that it is muCh faster and easier
to get a drink from a cup than in any other way.
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Be Relaxed Some people try too hard to,get baby to give up
About Bottlas the bottle. Others do not try hard enough. If

the baby has been given enough other choices and
ways of doing things and handling problems, he
will outgrow his need to suck on a bottle and
prefer a cup instead. So always encourage his
interest in a cup. Just don't force it on him,
especially when he is not feeling well, is tired
or very hungry. This will make baby dislike the
cup. If you make the cup seem like a fun thing
to have around, he will become more interested in
it. Once baby is able to find comfort in your
hugs and.kisses, drink milk from a cup and can
chew and suck on a rubber ring, he really does
not need a bottle any longer. When baby reaches
this stage, simply get rid of the bottle. You
and the infant's parents can work together to
make giving up the bottle easy for baby.

Don't Expect Them When the infant is learning to eat solids, to
TO Be Tidy Eaters drink from a cup, to crawl around on her hands

and knees and to throw things, she sometimes will
make a biuness. You probably think warning
against slapping hands or spanking bottoas is
very unnecessary. .But you might be surprised at
how many people will do juat that, even to a baby
that is only a few months old! Some people just
do not stop to think about the fact that a baby
is not able to understand their directions. With
infants you just have to be patient. Realize
that the baby does things her way because she is
too young to know any better or is not physically
able to do it your way yet. A, baby is not a neat
eater. She does not tell you she needs to go to
the bathroom. She does not know a brand new
outfittram an old one. She does not mean to
hurt you when she pokes her fingers in your eyes.
The infant must rely on you and your good example
to teach her about things she can and cannot do
as she grows. Your understanding and calm,
gentle behavior will help her to one day under-
stand and accept responsibility for her actions.

Distract Babies' TWo of the best ways to control the behavior of a
AentiOn TO baby are by distraction and substitution.

Change Behavior Distraction is when you turn baby's attention to
something new, causing him to forget what he was
just doing. If.the baby is busy dropping food
off his high chair tray ,onto the floor near the
end of his meal, offer him a cup of milk. You
can make distraction more effective if you call--
bine it with substitution. When you hand him the
cup of milk, quickly remove the rest of the food.
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Put it where baby can no longer see it and get

to it. This is easiest on you and baby. It

keeps everyone happier. TO go around saying
no" all the time tires you and frustrates

baby. Removing an object then putting it Back

so baby can do it all over again is pointless.

He just is learning. He is not "bad" so he does

not understand your displeaSure.

Remove iliptation A baby is easily tempted by each and every thing

And Solve The around her. She naturally is curious about what

Problem something feels like, haw it smells or how It

tastes. Think about how hard it is for you to
control yourself at times. Suppose you have

been dieting'to lose weight. Someone offers you
a piece of your favorite pie. Rather tempting,

isn't it' Well, that's how life is most of the

time for baby. In the first year of life things
which are out of sight are most often out of
mind. If the infant cannot see it or hear it
she is not really sure ijt exists. So it is
easier to get her to pal attention to something
or someone else. When conflicts arise,.use
distraction and substitution, even if it means
picking up baby and moving her to another spot.

-
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BUILDING-SKILLS
ILI CARING FOR FOUR

TO EIGHT NENTH OLDS

. . Some Often Asked Qpesiions
And

Situations TO Explore,

S.

Hal CAN YOU PROVIDE EDR
TEE HEALTH AND SAFETY
OF FOUR TO EIGHT MONTH OLDS?

Babies of this age are fun to watch. Their waking hours are longer.

They are reaching, moving and reacting to everyone around them. They

are touching everything within reach and are putting things in their

mouths. You need to be alert to what items are within their reach.
Remember that they can turn over now and Nay be creeping. In general

remove anything that can hurt them. Then let them explore because this
is the way they learn. Be alert to symptoms of sickness such as pro-
longed diarrhea, very strong urine odor or severe diaper rash. These

can indicate illness. Short-term diarrhea and minor diaper rash are not

unusual They can be cared for easily. This age groug-demands more
attention from the caregiver than the younger infants. But your rewards

are the smiling, gurgling and babbling of happy babies. They are begin-

ning to imitate the sounds they hear, so talking to them is very important.
Do not forget that paying attention to the baby during his, happy times
helps reduce his crying just to get your attention.
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WHAT WOUID itOU

Garrett is seven months old. Utually he is a h4ppy, dontented child, 4

but today he seems cranky and uncomfortable. He is not hungry or wet
but still is crying often. What might you do? -

A. All babies have their "off" days. Talk to
hims 'and give him attention. Do'not,con-

,

stantly stay near him. Otherwise he will
get too much attention for crying.

Everyone needs some extra attention on days
when they are not feeling their usual happy
selves. Pick'up Garrett and carry him for a
while. You also could rock him, which would
be comforting.

C. Check Garrett for a fever. Also, look to
see if he is cutting a tooth. If you find
nothing-wrong, you could rock him if the
fussiness continues.

Answers Orj Bottom
Of Page

=""
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Six-nrnth-old Leticia is crying loudly. It is time to feed her. Her

mothqr has sent a jar of vegetables, some soft meat sticks and a bottle

of juice. %hat would you feed her first?

A. Give her some of the juice first.

B. Give her the meat sticks first.

C. First give her the vegetables.

Answers Fran Choice A is not an acceptable answer. You have

Previous Page not checked to see if there is a reason for his
crankiness. You shouZd Zook for the cause of his
behavior.

Choice B will soZve nothing. Again you have not
checked for the reason for his =happiness. Just
carrying or rocking him wiZZ not get rid of a
physicaZ problem shouZd one exist.

Choice C is the preferred solution. Yozi are .

checking for physicaZ cpses for lzis crankiness ,

as weZZ as comfbrting him.
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Edward, who is four months old, cares to the center several times a
week. He dces not seem to be interested in the mdbile above his crib.
He does not respond to your voice or those of other caregivers. He

quietly lies in his crib most of the time and rarely smiles. What can

you do to help Edward?

A. Perhaps Edward is just a little slow in his
development. Talk to him often and put him
in an infant seat near the other children to
arouse his interest.

B. Talk to Edward's parents about his behavior.
Ask them to have him checked by a doctor.
Tall them he seems slaw in development and
may have a learning problem.

C. Discuss Edward with the director. Ask
him/her to Observe Edward. If the director
shares your concern, tten the director can
discuss Edward's behavior with hikparents.

Answers From Choice A is the best response because she can
Previous Page get the juice quickly and easily. An ounce or

two willtake the edge off her hunger. After a
couple ounces of juice she will be ready fbr her
vegetables.

Choice B is a poor choice. Leticia will not be
able to get enough meat quickly enough to ease
her hunger. She probably will become frustrated
and cry more. Meat sticks should be given last
when she is less hungry.,

Choice C, like B, will not satisfy her hunger
fast enough. She will be more interested in the
vegetables after having a Tittle juice.
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Answers From Choice A is a poor answer. A fbur month old who

Previous Page just lies in a crib is unusual and probably has

a prablem which a doctor should check.

Choice B is not the best response. You should

have'the director observe Edward and discuss the

situation with Edward's parents. Telling the

parents Edward has a learning problem will upset

them. You are not skilled -enough to know what

Om problem is.

Choice C is a better solution. The director

needs to observe any child whose behavior seems

out of the ordinary. Then the director can
decide whether to discuss it with the parents or

if other action is needed.
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WHAT CAN YOU E0
TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMEM
OF BABIES THIS AGE?

This age dhild can play on his own in a safe area for quite a long time

as long as=there is an adult looking on. If he has toys to play with,

he can entertain himself. When you are caring for more than one baby of

this age, you can allow them to play near eadh other. They will enjoy

it. Take tire to observe the babiei and you will notice them examining

toys and checking their fingers and toes. Of course, while the baby can

be left to entertain himself, it is important that you also spend time
playing with him. Talking to the baby and playing clapping,games are
fun for both of you. Because the baby can rove around now, you may find
him picking up things or going places that are not safe. The best way
to handle this is to take away the unsafe object and give him a safe
toy. _If the baby is going into an unsafe area, pick him up and move him
to a different place and give him a toy to play with. Saying Igo, no,"
or spanking hands will not work because the baby will not understand.
Distraa7him or substitute a toy. Never slap or yell because this is
very frightening.
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WHAT WOUID YOg
CO . . .

You have put four babies in the crawl area. They are between six months
and eight months of age. They are playing near each other and all seem
-content. What Should you do?

A. There is no need to alb anything. Observe' ,

their teacticns to.the toys and eadh other. ,

B. db Over to them and bring them close to
you. Begin a pat7-a7cake gam6 with all four
babies.

C. Ake one of tbe babies into another area.
Talk and play with her, giving her sore pri-
vate attention.

Answers On BottoM
Of Next Page

4
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You have finished feeding six-month-old, Lucy. She is eating some banana

chunks, a favorite of hers, from her high chair tray. She begins drop-

ping the chunksean the floor. What should you do?

A. Say, "No, no, Lucy." Give her some more

banana chunks.

B. Take away the banana. Give her some toys
to drop iriStead.

C. Give Lucy some cheese sticks. She may like

themixrtter.

Answers From Cho'ce A is a good idea. You can learn a lot by
Previous Page obse ing children and watching how they play.

Choice B is rather hard because all tha babies
will not want to play pat-a-cake together. This

game is best played with only one baby.

Clxice C is not the best choice. You are taking
the baby away from playing happily near others.
While one-to-one attention is important, so is
playing alone and learning around others her
age.

7e1
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Answers From Choice A is not the best solutibn. If Lucy was

Previcus Page hungry, she would be eating the banana chunks.
She may continue to throw the-chunks on the
floor, so do not give her more.

Choice B is most acceptable. Lucy obviously is

no Longer hungry. She should be given something

other than food to drop. Keep in mind that

babies do enjoy and learn from dropping things.

Choice C is not a good idea either. Lucy prob-

ably will try one cheese stick then begin to
drop cheese sticks, too, because she is not

hungry.

iffseefts."1/4
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HCIf CAN 'fa; !IMRE

PXPER CAM prop mrAns rpm
EIGHT MIME TO CM YEAR?

w RECOGNIZE THEIR GREATER INDEPENDENCE

Expect Eight
To Welve Month

Olds To Be
Crawling

Be Prepared For
A Few TO Walk

Encourage
Exploration And

Interest In Bcoks

'

'c.

The eight- to twelve-rrcnth-old infant is a

crawling child. It is during this four-month
period that the baby probably will learn to

crawl. Once he knows how to crawl, he is off at

full speed. The world and many things in it are

suddenly at his fingertips. Crawling gets him

fran here to there, an ability he never had
before! Getting fran here to there also gets
baby into things which are not for him and which

can be dangerous. So watch his every move. He

will be faster than you can imagine.

Crawling leads to climbing, standing alone and
finafly that first, big step without holding on.
While one baby may walk by her first birthday,
many infants do not walk until months later.
.There are good reasons why not all infants learn
to crawl, climb or walk at the same age. They
each find certain skills that are more interest-
'ing or perhaps easier for them than others. One
baby may delight in climbing so much that he
does not care about much else. Another may be
developing her language skills to such an extent
that her physical development is just sort of
"put on hold" for the moment. She possibly will
say her first word. With so much to learn and
do, you cannot expect the infant to learn every-
thing at once. This should be kept uppermost in
your mind the entire time you are working and
playing with babies in.your care.

The infant's interest in books continues to grow
with each passing month. Encourage him by
reciting nursery rhymes and reading simple
stories to him. Of course, interesting pictures
and books that baby can handle are a must. He
is interested in poking and pulling on things.
He can lower himself from a standing position
while holding on. He can recognize an object
from across the roam and crawl to get it. He
definitely will develop preferences for things
like toys, a blanket or ple. He still will
explore the nature of obAts by inspecting them
closely with his eyes and his mouth. And it
will be several more months before he will give
up tasting everything in sight.
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Be Aware Of
'Normal Signs Of

. Independence

Remembsr That
"AVerages" Are

JUst'That

Recocpize The
Many Things That

Affect Developrent

Be Aware That
"Normal" Babies

May Walk At Eight
Or-Eighteen Months

Respect
Individual

Differences

The baby's independence will become more obvious.
She will be reluctant to go to sleep or to have
you hold and cuddle her. She will be Able to
help during dressing and undressir4by extending
an arm or a leg. She also displays early signs
of anger, fear and jealousy. She will protest
if you deny her something she wants very much.
She may cry out of fear if a stranger stoops to
pick her up. Shexight try to push her way into
your arms as yourare bottle feeding' a tiny baby.
Indeed, a lot has happened-since newborn days.
It is amazing when you stop to consider all .she
has learned in so short a time. Never again in
her lifetime will a year sesas much growth or
learning take place.

It cannot be said often enough: Averages are
only averages. Do not lock a baby into a set
time table as to when he should roll over, sit
up, crawl, stand, walk or talk. Averages are
given only so you have some Idea as a caregiver
as to what you can expect each step of the way.
It can help you identifY infants who really do
need special care. But as any experienced care-
giver will tell you, there are so many, many
things that can affect individual development.

Poor nutrition, not enough sleep, being overweight
or lack of opportunity can keep a baby fram
deVeloping according to the average. The infant's
'sex, family inheritance or cultural background
kust be taken into consideration, too. For
example, it is known that black infants have a
faster rate of physical development, on the
average, than do other babies. That is, they
may sit, crawl, stand or walk earlier.

The average is only a guideline. There are
babies who have learned to walk at eight months
without ever having learned to crawl first. On
the other hand, there are children who will not
walk until they are 18 months old. That's a
range that clovers ten months - almost a full
year! Each extreme is a long way from the
average of 12 months.

Each baby is an individual. You frequently will
find infants who will not fit the averages at
all. The infant who learns a skill mcnths
sooner than the average is not necessarily going
to be a brilliant child. The baby who learns
the same skill many months beyond the average is
not necessarily a slow learner. .Allow for
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individual differences. Respect each baby for

his or her special qualities that make that baby

,umique and unlike any other child of the past,

present or future.

LEARN THE SEQUENCE CF DEVELCPMENT*

Below is'a list of eight events in infant development. Rit them in the

order in which they occur most of the time. Think of the average infdnt,

not the baby that is the exception to the average. Put a "1" after the

event that would most likely occur first, a "2" after the one that would

come second, ..and so on down the list. The correct order is at the bottom

of the page. The pages on which the answers can be found are also given

below.

A. Ctawls on hands and knees

B. Turns head to follaw a moving object

C. Sits alone without support

D. Learns to "recognize" main caregivers

E. Takes first step alone

F. Stands without holding on

G. Reaches for objects with open hands and

brings them to mouth

H. Rolls over fran back to stomach

(SOT) 3 '8 (SOT) 'L (EL) V '9 (SOT'ZL) 0 'S

(TO H (SE'VE) 0 'E (a) 'Z (ZZ) U 'T
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BRING LANGUAGE IMO PLAY

Recognize The
Importance Of

People In
Infant Play

Dopect An Interest
In Favorite Toys

Give Infants
"Iihe Name

For Things

The older an infant becomes the more important
play is to him As with younger babies, the
eight- to twelve-month-old infant needs a good
balance between playing alone, perhaps around
other babies his age, and playing with you. Many
toy companies are in the business of selling all
kinds of fancy gadgets to be used by baby. While
a few of these items may amuse, most don't even
do that much. None of them can teach the social
and emotional development that comes only from
other people. The infant now is better able to
seek out and find things to entertain himself.
But do not fall into' the trap of using baby!s
independence as an excuse to leave him on his own
most of the time.

At about nine months the infant may have a
favorite toy. You should allow the infant a
preference for one toy over another. But you
should present other toys, too, just so the baby
does not depend on having the favorite. After

theie will be times when some other infant
will want to play with that same toy. So adding
a new toy every so often is a good idea. Around
ten to 12 rcnths of age the infant begins to put
one object inside.another, like small blocks into
a tin can. You should make available stacking'
toys of different colors, sizes and shapes to
encourage the baby's interest. In addition to
playing games like peek-a-boo, pat-a-cake and I-
see-you, you can make up more detailed versions
of hide-and-seek. "This Little Piggy Went To '

Market" is fun at most any age: Just make certain
the games are not too advanced for the infant's
stage of development.

Play the 'flaring game." Point to people and
things, giving the infant a name for each. Point
and say thingslike, "See ,Ltphe bird" or "Look at
the tree." It won't be long before baby will
point and try her version of "See the bird."
Help baby learn About hei'own body. Say her name
when you ask her, Nhere is Sally's nose?" or
"Can you find Sally's toes?" These games are fun
for everyone involved. While playing with her
you teadh the baby about herself and others. You
can help her learn language, too.
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Taik To Infants This is a good place to discuss the teaChing of

As You Care language to infants. Everything you do with the

For Them baby should teadh and encourage language. From

the moment of birth the tiny infant listens to

those sounds around him and responds to how he is

-/totrhed. Your voice and the voices of his main

/ caregivers are of greatest interest to him.

/ Whether you are performing simple routines like
feeding or diapering, taik to him. There is no

need to feel silly when you say, "Hi, how are you

big fellow?" to an eight-week-old infant. While

it is known the infant does not understand your
exact words, he understands mudh more than you

know. Even a tiny baby can detect your mood.

Your voice may be happy or sad. It.may sound

angry or upset, in whidh case, he, too, may fuss.

The infant definitely knows when you laugh and

when you cry. A baby is a very sensitive indi-

vidual So a rule of thumb is to taik, talk,

taik when you are with baby. He never will tire

of hearing your voice.

Ctununicate With There_is no need to wait, either, until the

Tbudh As Well infant is eight months old to play the "naming

game." Whenever you taik to any baby, always

call.her by name. Use your name, too. Describe

every move you make as you diaper or bathe her.

Keep your voice soft, gentle and happy. Smile a

lot. Tickle her, blow on her tummy and nibble

her toes. The way you touCh her is as mudh a
part of language as what you say. People mar
municate with eadh other by the way they look and

toudh as well as the way they speak. Studies

have shown beyond a doubt that the more talking

and touching an infant receives from her main

caregivers the better. She will learn faster and

grow to be a happier, healthier Child.

Avoid Babytaik An infant must have correct speedh to copy. A

But Repeat Their baby who hears babytalk will be slower to develop

Sounds normal speedh. Babytaik occurs when you say

things like "footsies" instead of feet, or "baba"

instead of bottle. If the baby says "baba" when

you bring his bottle, say, "That's right. Here is

Tbny's bottle of miik. Tony love's his bottle."

Babytaik is not the same,,however, as repeating

the baby sounds of a tiny infant. When a two- to

three-ncnth-old infant coos and gurgles, this is an

excellent time to repeat the sounds he makes. It

is'very good for a baby to hear his early sounds

repeated by others.

.,
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Watch Babies
Learn TO

Imitate Sounds

Taik Back In
Full Sentences

Make A Game
Of Repeating
Known Wbrds

Be Aware Of
Infants Who Are

Learning WO
Languages

As the baby grows she will realize the gime you
are playing with her. This will encourage her to,
imitate others. Andhrough imitation, a baby
learns many things besides speech. Ai about six
months the baby begins to imitate your gestures
like pointing and handclapping as in pat-a-cake
as well as the sounds of speech. So gradually
your imitation of the sounds she made when she
was four months old will make her WiRt to imitate
the sounds you make when she is six, eight or ten
months old. By this time her "baba" Should be
followed by you using the correct word, "bottle."

When an infant makes gaunds you recognize, talk
back to him, waking sentences out of the sounds
he uses. Tony and his bottle is a good-example,
i4i1en you respond in full sentences, you teach
more than language. It tells the baby that the
bottle has milk in it. Tony knows that you know
haa much the bottle means to him.

By eight to 12 months of age most infants begin
to understand the simple words-you use. Make a
game of this, too. Remember, baby learns best
through play. Repeat the sentence the baby
understands. Watdh to see how she reacts to it.
Encourage her response. By this age the infant
might be &let° use a few words as well as
understand what they mean. But you Should know
that she always will understand more than she is
Able to say or putinto words. Along with using
correct speech with infants, keep eye contact
with the baby. A baby will pay closer attention
to you and what you are saying if she knows you
are looking at her.

'In some homes more than one language will be
spoken. Be aware that the infant who hears two
languages at hame may not speak his.first word
in either language as early as a baby who is
learning just,one. While it may take the infant
longer to begin to speak words when he is learn-
ing two languages, if more than one-language is
going to be used at,home, then the infant should
learn both. It probably is less confuing to
the baby when ofte lariguage always is used by one
person and the other by someone else. For
instance, the German-speaking father should,be
the ane to use German with the baby, and the
English-speaking mother should use English.
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Find Out About
Parents' Language

Preferences

EMphasis, however, should be put on the language

that thebaby will need most as she grows. If

you, the caregiver/ can.speak the languages used°

by the parents at home, find out from them 'which

language you are to use'with their infant at.the .

center. It is best if the baby hears you speak

just one of thebe languages, too. She will .

learn to reccgnize you and your voice much

easier than if you are switching back and forth.

- No doubt'you are able to speak.one of the-Ilm-greggs

better than the other. The.baby's

-should know this, too. If they a. , you

,should speak the language you kn. elc.,-t to their

baby. Since a baby learns by imitating thosp.
around her, it is better if she has the Ast
examples possible to follow.

PAY 'ATTENIICtsl '10 SIGNS OF =NESS

Know Your Whenever infants'are sick, be sure to fcillow the

Center's Policies Child care center's policies carefully. It is

On Illness important for you to act righaday. Infarits

can become seriously ill very fast. Parents

should be called at once when a baby shows signs

of not feeling well. Generally, any Change in
the infant's normal behavior is a clue that he

could be sick.

Watch For Changes
In Behavior Or
Body Functions

A fussy, cranky baby is a good one to watch

closely. Look for coughing,,sneezing, hoarse,-

ness or a runny nose. Any infant who has loose,

watery'bowel mo'vements may be ill. Mbvements

that are very hard, have a strong odor, a change

in color or spots of blood are not noreal either.

Skin that is pale or bluish, scaly. or blistered

or brOken out in a rash is often a sign of

sickness in babies. Witching in the arms, legs

and face, pulling at one or both ears or vomiting

are important things to observe.

Many babies spit.up while,learning to digest

solid food. But a baby who spits up or vomits
all the time an.' in large amounts should be -

Checked by a r: A, normally peaceful sleeper
who wakes an. cries often could be ill. A Child

who acts sleepy and uninterested when she usually

is active and playful may.be showing early signs

of sickness. Certainly Chilled, flushed or -

feverish infants quite possibly are ill. A baby

who cries as if in pain also copld have more

8 2
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than a bubble in her-tummy. With drop-in care
you might suspo illness when the infant fails
to act like bebies her age.

Check Their Anytime you think a baby may be sick, take and
Tenwatures And record his temperature. An,infant's temperature -

Tell The Diredtor should'be taken by holding a rectal theuceeter
in the infant's rectum or under the baby's arm in
"chis armpit. In either case only expexienced
center staff should take an infant's temperature.

Under no circumstances should any thermicaeter be
plaamed in a baby's mouth. Any irregulEmbehavior
or symptous should be called to the director's
attention immediately and noted on the infant's
daily chart. And remember, if he is indeed Sick,
the parents should be alerted promptly.

Comfort Them Try to keep the infant comfortable until a parent
Until Parents arrives. If the baby has a fever, you can offer

Arrive her liquids and sponge her with a cool cloth.
You will want to hold her, rocking or walking
back and forth. Such motion often makes a baby

not give any medicine to the inf t.y

e rm

tle touch will be comforting to her.

r. The wath of your body and your

And, when she has gone, wash your hands thoroughly
before touching ariother baby.

-41.44

HELPOTHEM TO khEL SECURE
A

Recognize That A, loWloy of ,any age.needs c&forting. Sometimes
Thutbsucking the older baby will turn to.an Object like a

Is Normal teddy bear, a favorite blanket or his thutb. His
need for security is a normal part of devel- 7

6 °Orient. Thutbsucking is.used most often by many
infants when they are tired or upset. Not all
babies suck their thuMbb. Perhaps some need to

. suck more than others. You can handle thumb-
sucking best if you.see it as a necesSary part of
infancy for.many babies and do not call attention
to it. It oAen is the adult that makes thumb-
sucking a prdblem for the infant. tbctors some-
times encourage the use,ofsTacifiers to replace
thutbs. However, in group care the use of paci-
fiers must be watche4 carefally. They,canbeccue
nahealtkrisk in a center where several babies
may be using them if they are droppea`and exchanged.
For this reason, it might be wise to give babies

. their pacifierS only when they are in cribs. Gen-

.

t

..
, erally, babies who are actively involvedsin a

crawl area do require pacifiers.

. -
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Be Patient With An infant who sucks her thumb a great deal could

Infants Who have samethingbothering her. She may not be

Suck Their Thumbs getting,enough sleep. She could be upset much

of the time by those around her. Perhaps she is

not given as much time as she needs to nurse

fran her bottle. If there is sarething wrong,

you may be able to help. Play with her more

when she is awake. Have interesting things for

baby to do. Do not hurry her through feeding

time. If she finishes her.formula
offer her water if she still wants to nurse. Do

not leave her alone in her crib for long periods

of time before she goes to sleep or after she

wakes up. 'If, however, she simply needs to
suck, be calm and understanding. Adults who go

around pulling thumbs out of mouths, scolding or
making fun are anything but calm and understanding.

Expect Thumbsucking If you are ever in doubt, remember the following

Tb Decrease As facts: Over 85 percent of infants suck their

Infants Develop thumbs. They usually begin'sametime between
birth and three months of age. The greatest

amount of thurrbsucking is seen as these infants

pear deven months. Then there is a.gradual
decrease in thurrbsucking due to an increase in

physical development. By 11 to 12 months, most

babies have stopped sucking their thumb except
in times of upset or lack of sleep, both of
which can be reduced by the caregvers around

them

Don't Whether the security object is a thutb, a stuffed

Security 01114:111t animal or a favigrite blanket, it should not be

rencved fram the baby. He obviaisly has a need

for it. In time he will outgrow that need if

he is given a Chance to grow And develop in a

healthy atmosphere. -

Try Tb Keep However, if the ohject of comfort is a bottle

Water In Bottles filled with milk or juice, this is not so good

Used For Cbmfort for baby. Ahaby who takes a bottle to bed all
the time or who packs a bottle with her all day,

very likely will have poor dental health. This

problem often is called "bottle mouth." Unless

the bottle has only water in it, the acid in the

milk or juice can cause tooth decay if it stays
in baby's mouth for a long time instead of being

swallavd-right away. Tbo many times damage to

baby teeth means damage to permanent teeth as

well. As a caregiver you can do your part.

84
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Separate Eating
And Sleeping
) Activities
If Possible

Help a child become attached to a cuddly toy
insteari of a bottle. Once her parents know of
the possible harm to their baby's teeth, suggest
they bring some water in a bottle.

If a baby always is held when given, his bottle,
there is no need to give a bottle when he is put
in his crib. It is best he learn that sleeping
and eating are two separate activities. Also,
baby needs to learn to find comfort in other
things and people when he is upset or not feeling
well. Offering food to calm him is not wise.
The child may very well grow up using food for
comfort even when he ismot hungry. This can
lead to overWeight and poor nutrition.

UNDERSTAND =IR EATING PREFERENCES

EXpect Some Foods
TO Be Unappealing

TO Infants

Let TMm
Practice

Using Spoons

4,

Don't Rush
And Keep

Mealtime Ran
4

By this age a baby is able to show her dislike
for certain foods. She may gag. Sometimes the
gagging can be prevented if the food is diluted
with a little milk or water. She may spit out a
new food. Spooning it slowly into baby's routh*
may help. Since the baby has been eating some
finger foods on her own, continue to encourage
her to do so.

Baby now will want to hold the spoon himself.
However, he most likely-will hold the spoon in

hiP914

one hand, us' the other hand to pick up food.* Do not urage the infant by taking the spoon
from . Get another one to feed baby. Let him
keep the first spoon until mealtime is over.
With all this activiity going on, be prepared for
meals to be cluite messy.

Between learning to eat new foods, finger feeding
and holding her own spoon, expect meals to take
more time. Do notessume the older infant will/

finish her meals more quickly than before. Often
an adult can make matters worse by urging the
infant to eat. Don't try to make her eat. This
can upset a baby to the point where she won't,
want to eat. When mealtime is no longer fun,
eating-becomes a power struggle between you and
baby. You can help the slow eater by allowing
enough time for an unhurried meal. Keeping the
roomquiet and free of distractions makes a big
difference, too.
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Recognize That Sometimes slow-eating is due to a ladk of appe-

Appetites May Be tite. The infant will not feel like eating if

Smaller Now he is ill or just getting over an illness.

Following illnsses, offer only small Amounts of

food. Ladk of appetite is very Obvious when a

child is tired or upset. He is not much in the

mood for eating then. If he is having difficulty

with teething, this can lower his appetite. Even

when he is feeling his best, do not expect a

hearty appetite. The infant is entering a stage

of slower overall growth. He will not be gain-

ing as much weight or adding as many inches as

in the first etaji-. months. If he seems happy

and content you sffould be, too. Let him eat as

much or as little as he wants. Just realize

that a smaller appetite is normal at this age.

CREATE AN ATMDSPHERE OF LOVE AND TRUST

Let Them Know You may ask yourself, "What do I do with a baby

That You Care all day?" Anyone who has cared for just one

infant - let alone several at a time - can tell

you it is not hard to keep busy. Generally, as

A caregiver you teach baby from the moment she

enters the child care center. You,teach the

infant that you love her. She leains flow you

that the Child care center is a warm, friendly;

fun and happy place to be. You let the baby

know that you will'keep her safe. You teach her

thebe things by holding her close, talking to

grts, changing her diapers, feeding her when She
Is hungry, roCking her, le#ing her sleep when
She is tired and playing with her at times when

she is awake.

Respond Tb - When you know that ajbaby needs comfort, pro-

Their Needs So tection, food and rdst, that he likes talking,

They Can Trust singing and music, that he should have fresh

air, a change of scenery and time-to play alone,
you teach the infant to feel good About himself.

When you do.this, baby gains confidence in his

world. Only when he feels he can trustAhis
world and the people in it is he Able to learn.
Only then can he give his attention to teaming

*
to reach, grasp, sit up, craWl and stand. With

your help he learns toktalk, laugh'and smile,

wave bye-bye, build with blodks, feed,himself

and play peek-arboo. A world full of trust,

love and happiness ismost.important to the

growing infant.

-115-
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Jat Them Follow
Their Curiosity

Notice Their
Interests And
Avoid Pushing

'Your Ideas

Be Sensitive
To Their Moods

HoW you teaCh baby does not,always explain how
She learns. -A baby naturally is curious. She
wants to learn from the moment of birth. She
learns to recognize important people in her,
life. She sees, hears and touches. Then she
grabs, squeezes, pokes, pulls, pushes ,and
throws. She may chew it,'gum it, smell it, hug
it or roll it. She does these things over and
over, again and again until she knows them by
heart. 'Once she has learned one thing She is
ready for something new: Oh, she may come back
to it from time to time, but it is never quite
as interesting as it was once. As an adult you
may think the infant turns away from a task '

because she is not Able to keep her mind on it
for long. But prbbably the opposite is true. A
babY has the ability to pay attention for long
periods of time as long as the task is fun and
interesting."`

At times there are too many things in his world
to'interest and tempt the infant. He'may Joe -
noisy, messy, slow or clumsy while learning. He,
may want you there or he may not. Take your
cues franithn. Whatever you do, be very Careful
not to over excite the infant. Do not present
him with too much all at once. Adults often
give the baby too much to play with or too much
to do. Give him only one, perhaps two toys at a
time. At first, only one toy is best. As his
mind and body develpp,.he gradually will be able
to handle two or more: But in the'beginning
keep it simple. Be able to let the infant play
with the toy for as long.as he wants. Avoid
"pushing" the baby into learning a newfgame or
'playing with a new' toy before he is ready. Make
an effort to matdh the game or toy to his level
of development or'interest. A baby of eight or
nine months may enjoy peek-a-boo but he might
not be ready for a real game of hide-and-seek.

Pay attention to the baby's moods. If she is
tired, hungry or active, her mood may not be at
its best for a qUiet game with. you. When baby
is not in a good mood, it is a poor time to get
her to play with you or even by herself. She
has needs to be met. She has sleep, food or a
more noisy game in mind. Never plan an activity
for baby to meet your ccnvenience only. If it
is the best time for you and baby, then it is,
without a doUbt, the best time.. She will be
most eager when her tummy is noreempty, she has
had plenty of rest,'her diaper is clean and
fresh and you are relaxed.

8i
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Keep Activities
Short

Strike A Balance
Between "Alone" And

"Towther"
Activities

Expect Sane
Conflicts

Iet Infants
Solve Sate Of

Their Own Problems

When you decide to play thI baby rather than

let him play alone, keep the activities short.

End an activity when he still is having a good-

time., If the activity involves a toy, let him
continue'to play with the toy on his own if he

iaishes. Be selective. Mix quiet activities

with noisy ones. Not at the same time, but

alternate them. Baby likes a change of pace.

Play pat-a4cake first, then read him a'story in

a quiet corner. Remember to keep your voice ow

and soft. A baby does not respond as well

high-pitched voices. This could be due to the

faCt that his hearing is very sensitive. Until

birth, the sounds heard by the fetus were very

0 muffled. The many sounds of the outside world
take months, even years to get used to.

Sometimes it is not easy to know when a baby
should play alone or when you should become

involved. One thing to.look for is a good

variety or balance be. =: "alone" and "together"

activities just as you 1..k for a balance between

quiet and active ones. pe not feel badly if a
particular infant seems to prefer much more

"alone" time than another. A baby leaxns much

about her world when given time to,look, listen
and think by herself. She will have much more
patience than you at putting the same shape in
the same hole again and again. Lang after you
have tired of pat-a-cake she may hame another
half hour of play in her.

Wheriimfants play in groups, particularly six-to

conflicts occur. Conflicts will occur be
12-month-old babies, there will-be moment=

two infants or between an infant and an object.
You will have to use your good judgment as to
what situatjons require your involvement and
which are best left for the infant to solve by

hi70.f.

As the infant moves about, be nearby to observe
and help as needed. Talk to the infant or
infants if there is a group of them. Verbalize

what is going on. Do not praise or criticize.
Just describe their activities for them., "I see
Carry likes the soft, pink bear. Allan likes

it, too. Allan wants to take the stuffed bear

from Carry. Carry is crying biecause she cannot

hang on to thejbear. Now Allan has the bear."

This is an example of.how youcanrstand back,
Observe and describe. In this situation, there

-117-
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is no real need for you to step in. Many adults
would be tempted to take the bear from Allan and
give it back to Carry. Same adults would go a
step further and scold Allan. If two babies get
in a'tug,of-warsiyer a toy, you are wise to let
them be. You should not solve all their problem.
Give theM the freedom to explore. .

Be Gentle If You If an infant cares to you for comfort, give it
Do Step In , to her. But unless she asks for comfort or is

very upset, a little fussing is not a serious
matter. Let her learn to solve suCh feelings
herself. In situations that involve hair pulling,
biting or poking, you will need to get involved.
But do so with gentleness. You teaCh gentleness
by being gentle with both infants. You can
substitute a toy for the hair pulling,or locking.

Give Them A When an.older infant learns to solve some of his
Chance Tb Learn own prablems, it strengthens his self-reSpect.
Problem-Solving He realizes he has control over events in his

life. If he crawls up into a sofa but cannot
get down, don't feel you must rush to his aid at
ance. Agaip,'describe what is happening for
him. 'Bobby is crawling over to the sofa.
Bobby is cliMbing *nto the sofa., Oh, dh, Bobby
wants down. Bobby Idoesn't know how to get down.
I wonder haw Bobby will get down from the sofar.,
tf you wait and watch, BObby just may figure out
for himself how tarSlide out of the sofa. There
is no need to help him unless he bebomes upset
or frustrated. If youare willing to"make a
game out of it, Babby.might enjoy the Challenge.
Should you decide tohelp him, do not do it all
for him. Show him how to turn around, extend
his feet downward, then help him slide to the

.floor. He then may very well cliMb right 19ack
into, the sbfa only to try the sliding trick
himself without your help.

, 4



BUILD= SKIUS
aumn FOR memrs FRa4
EIGH'T MIMS TO ME YEAR

. Save Often Asked Questions
And

Situations To Explore

mow 1:10 YOU MEET THE SPECIAL NEEbS

OF THIS AGE GROUP?

The baby from eight months to one year often attadhes himself to one

caregiver if he is at the center everyday. He also has a strong attach-.

ment to his parents, especially mother. He will cry when mother leaves

and may want to be comforted by ane special caregiver. It is important

to remebber that this is naiural. It is a sign that the child is begirr.

ning to develop one-to-one relationshipl. These babies also may become

attached ba-a special toy or blanket. They will want this item for

comfort when they are feeling tired or cranky. They make their moods

known quite clearly. When they are angry, their faces become red and

they howl loudly. When they are unhappy, they sbb and hiccup sadly.

When they are happy, they wilrbounce up and down and wiggle all over.

They play alone for longer periods of time but still need play time with

the caregiver. Singing songs, playing games and just talking to 'them

are all very necessary at this age.

4
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WHAT WOULD YOU

Chris is nine months old and has been coming to the center for several

weeks. Whenever he is put down to play by himself he howls and turns

red with anger. He stops as soon as you pidk him up. Haw do you handle

this in the future?.

A. Carry Chris around with you. Shaw him the
different areas of the rccol. Once he'stops

crying, put him down. Repeat these steps as
often as needed should he start to cry
again.

B. Give Chris a toy to play with. Stand by

to taIk to him and pat his back. When the
crying stops, walk away. 'Return to his side
should the crying begin'again.

C. If Chris is feeling fine try to interest him
in a tpy or other activity. If he oontinlleq__

to cry, simply leave him alone for a short
- while%

Ansmers On BottoM
'Of Next Page

r.

,

>

4
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John is a ten month old 416 has cerebral palsy. ll'He is an easy child to

care for and is content to lie quietly in his crib. -His mother says he

doss this at home also. How should you care for John?

A. Allow John to lie in his crib if he is
happiest this way. Check him for wet or
dirty diapers every hour and follow his
regular feeding schedule.

B. Talk to, smile at and hold John as often as
youyould any baby his age. Encourage any

reactions he has or sounds he makes. Learn
as much from his parents as you can about
John's condition.

C. Treat John as you would any handicapped
child. klt him in the crawl area when other
children are not there to hurt him. Remember,

you cannot expect John to be like the others.

Ansuezs From Choice A is not a wise choice. Carrying Chris

Previous Page around is just what he wants. He will take you
away ftom your duties to the other babies. He

probably will scream fach time you put him down.

Choice B still is not the best solution. _Chris
is used to being held.a lot. Even with a toy or
pats vn the back, he will scream when you walk
'away. You cannot keep running to his side.

Choice C is the best respbnse because you have
checked to be sure there is nothing wrong with ,

Chris. Also, you have tried to get him involved
with a toy or activity. By finally walking away
fbr a little while you are letting Chris know
his angar_will not take you ftom the other
babies. This is hard to do, but it is best for
Chris. He will gradually learn to play for
longer periode by himself% However, if Chris
cries for an extended period of time, something
else must be done.
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Jähine is,nine months old and loves to play with a red ball in the crawl

area. If another child takes the ball from her she screams and cries
until she gets the ball back. She grabs it acut other children and

plays only with the ball. How can you, the caregiver, help Janine?

A. Get another ball for the other children to
play with. That way Janine can have the red
ball and everyone will be happy.

B. When Janine screams for the red ball, give
her another ball. Or give her some red
stacking rings. Show her how to stack them.
Try to interest her in other toys.

C. When Janine screams for the ball, put her
back in her crib. She soon will learn she
has to play with other toys and cannot have
the red ball all the time.

Answers Fian Choice A is the poorest thoice of all. You are

Previous Page not attending to John's emotional needs. John
needs Loving attention and hoffing just like any
other child.

Choice B is the best answer. You are helping
John grow emotionally and intellectually by
touching him and tqking to him. It is impor-
tant to understand as much as you can about
John's handicap. You can get this infbrmation
from his parents if you show them you care about
John. Do not push fbr infbrmation, however, if-
they seem unwilling to share it.

Choice C is not acceptable. John does have a
handicap but he should not be deprived of play-
ing near dthers his age. Learn as much as you
can about John from his parents. Observe him
carefully to see what he responds to. Encourage
his responses through smiling and touching.
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Answers From Choice A will solve nothing. You are not help-

Previous Page ing Janine learn to play with other toys or

being fair to the others.

Choice B is a goad thing to try. You are trying

to interest her in other toys while allowing

others to play with the red ball. It may be the

color red Janine likes, so the red stacking

rings may catch her attention. This wiZZ take

time and patience, but will be most heZpful to

Janina.

Choice C is a very poor idea. You are not

teaching Janine anything. She wiZZ not under-

stand why she is being removed from the crawl

area. You are punishing her 'lather than helping

* her.

1
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WHAT CAN YOU DO
TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT OF
EIGHT TO WELVE MONTH CLDS7

Babies from eight months to 12 months are really on the move.. They are
crawling and climbing. They are learning to play with blocks and stack-
ing toys. Theylike to put things inside other things and take them out
again. They experiment with pulling themselves up and walking while
holding on to'scuething. Tbys which babies can crawl over, under and
through teach them about various levels. Near the age of one year, the
baby may be saying simple words like "ma-ma," "da-da," or "ba-ba."
Encourage this by saying the words back to them - "mammy," "daddy," and
"bottle." You can begin to teach body parts by pointing to your nose,
eyes or mouth and saying, "Here is my nose." Point to baby's nose and
say, "Here is Johnny's nose." Give this age group roam to move around.
Play with the babies. Show them how to stack blocks or pyramid rings.
They soon will be imitating your actions. You will need love and
patience to keep up with these active infants, but it is most rewarding
and fun to watch them grow.

10

L
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WHATWOULD YOU
DO IF . . .

Ten-mcnth-old-Rosa chatters to herself and others all the time. She can

say manY sounds. You know she almost is ready to say words. What

should you do?

A. Repeat the sounds she makes., Point to the
objects she is playing with and say the
sound she says. Example: If shé says "ba"

for ball, you repeat "ba." ,

B. Wait until She says a word youiumderstand
and then say, "Good girl, Rosa, you said
'bot-bot'." Speak her language even ifrit

is babytalk.

C. When Rosa says a word you understand,
repeat it. Example: If she says laa" for

ball, you smile and say, "That's,right,
Rosa, it's a ball:" Shovi her toys and tell

her their names.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page
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A group of ten and eleven month olds have been throwing stacking rings

and blocks all around th6 carpeted crawl area for some time. Ybu are

watching them. What could you do tb support their development?

IA. Let the children be. Take this time to sit

,
off by yourself and catch your breath.

B. Without saying a word get a spindle and

some rings. In full view of the babies
quietly,begin to put the rings on the spindle.

C. Since the infants are playing well together,

see if you are needed elsewhere.

Answers From Choice-A is not the best response. You are not

Previous Page giving Rosa the correct word. Instead, you are

encouraging a sound phat is close to the word
but still not correct.

Choice B is a poor solution. This would encour-

age babytalk. Rasa needs to hear the correct

way to say a word.

Choice C is the best choice. You are helping

Rasa learn the correct way to say words and
praising her attempts t, talk.
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AnsrAers Frun Choice A is not the best responee. Since they

Previous Page have had time to themselves, yoU could be doing
something to help the infantslearn a new skill.
You,should'rest on your break - not when you are

caring for the inftints.

Choice B is a good'idea. Without interrupti
their fun, you are sKowing them another yay to

play with the rings.

Choice C will not help the infants learn any-

thing new. Someone needs to stay in the crawl

area with the babies.

-137-
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Min IS DIFFEFENT
ABOUT CAR= FOR IMAMS

32T-A GIMP sErrzw.

EXPECT PARE11t TO BE COICEINED

4qecognize A As sUggested ear, er, the decision to bring a

Parents's Difficult baby to the chil care center is.not an easy one

Position to make. Saietiftes parents have no choice if

jobs require separation from the infant. This

is most true of careellis in the military: As a

daregiver you surely will meet some parents, .

especially first-time parents, who want you to

give their child extra care. They will expect

you tq p4y special attention to their child, `

-follow.their instructions to the letter and,keep

them informed of all events thattake place
involving their child.

While parents sometimes can make what seem to be
unreasonable demands on you as a caregiver,,try
to understand their feelings. 'It is not easy to
turn a Ohild over to a child care center for
part of a day or night. It even is harder if

the Child is a tiny infant. Parents know that
many caregivers may be inexperienced in caring

for dhildren, particularly infants. They know

that when you care for Dore than one baby there
is a greater likelihood of their baby not being
fed on time, not being Changed when wet or not
being held as needed. These are things of real

concern to all good parents.

Put Yourself Try to spe things from their point of view. Ask

In Their Shoes yourself just how you might feel if you were
askinsthem to care for your baby. If you are

very young and inexperienced - perhaps you are
not yet a parent - it will be very hard and at
times,impossible to fully understand the worries
and concerns that parents have. In the mean- .

time, it would be wise to stop and think why
parents make such requests of you and Other
caregivers in the center. No one can blame them
for wanting the best care possible for their
baby while they are at work or gone for a few

hours. And giving the best care possible is
what: your jOb is "all about.
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BE PREPARED TO MEET A DOT OF
NEEDS AT THE SAME TIME

7

'Feed The

Youngest Babies
First

Expect Some Infants
To Enjoy Being Held

More Than Cthers

Learn To
.1bcognize

Individual
Differenceg

Caring for a group of babies can be a real chal-
lenge. 'Because infantspave needs that must be
met immediately it canIoe very tricky figuring
out just how to feed, change or hold three of
them at once. At times you'vAll wishiyou were
an octopus just to have enold§h arms to go around!

When caring for infants in groups there will be
hectic times. There will be moments when you
will ask yourself, "Why,me?" It is during these,
times that your understanding of infant develop-
ment can help. Since you know a six-week-old
baby will not wait to be fed, it is best to
arrange the schedules so youngest babies are fed
first. This way the tiny ones are fed, changed
and burped by the time the.older babigs are
ready to eat. Putting the yolang babies in
infant seats after they arejed and not ready to
sleep may hell% They will enjoy watching whlle
you feed the others.

It is true that babies enjoy being held by you.
But this does not mean you must hold them all of
the time. ,That would be impossible for you and
certainly not in baby's best interest, either.
You will need to find a happy medium. It also
will help you to identify those babies who need
more holding as well is those who don't enjoy it
as much. Caregivers often feel bad when same
babies in their group require extra attention
for one reason or another. They feel that they '
tend to neglect the more independent babies.
You should not feel this way. .Be glad that some
babies are more independent. Be glad, too, that
some are more dependent, otherwise, you would
not have babies to cuddle'

Learn to recognize the infant who would rather
play with a toy than sit on your lap. As-long
as she is happy and having a good time, thgre is
nO need to feel .you are neglecting her. You
must be doing things right or else she would not
be content. If she needs or wants you, she will
let you know in a big hurry. Take advantage of
her independent nature and give your.time and

;
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attention then to the baby who is more dependent.
He will appreciate your attention mose than the
ane who wovld rather not be bothered with you at
that,moment.

Respond To That's how babies are. Sam will want your

These Differences attention morethan others. That's,how people

differ. As adults, those babies who wanted more
of your attention will want the companionship of
other adults. Those babies who were independent
will, if they have been allowed to be themselves,
grow up to be independent adults. Being inde-
pendent or dependent cannot and should not be
labeled as good or bad. It varies according to

the situation. It is simply how people'are.
What is important is that you need to see these
natural differences in.the babies you care for .

so you can better ueet their individual needs.
That is your job. When you observe children and
accept the differences in them, you will be
providing the best care loossible.

Think Of Creative Because babies are individuals with their own
Ways TO Meet separate moods, it is most-unlikely that they
Their Needs will all be awake or need a diaper dhange at the,

same time. But during those times when many
babies have needs that just won't wait, there
are things you can ao to help, reduce the con-
fusion. You could call for thethelp of volun-
teers or even the director. Such people can be
of great help for five or ten minutes until you
and the other caregivers have a chance to get
things under control. If there are some older
sdhool-age children available, they can help by
holding a bary - with your supervision, of
course. While holding a baby for feeding is
best, on hectic occasions you could give an
older infant his bottle as long as you are sure
he is Able to handle it safely by himself. Stay
close by should he need help. These are times
when you may need to use a-playpen for those
babies who can entertain themselves for a few
minutes. This will keep them safe while you
have to leave them to tend to another. Like-
wise, if all a tiny infant needs'is the comfort
of your warm body, then use an infant carrier dr
sling, that holds her close to you. This frees
your hands to help some other baby. If you
notice you suddenly find yourself in charge of
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several babies under six mxithL -then make a

switch with another caregm r who has only older -

babies; This evens the workload and is the only

fair thing for all concerned - caregivers and

babies alike

COOPERATE WITH OTHER:CAREGIVERS

Recogilize The

Iztortance Of
A Etqa Special

People-0

Try To Develop
One-To-One

Relationships
With Infants

Cooperate With
Other Staff

In Caring For
All Babies

If a baby is raised part of the time in a group
setting, this will have an effect on what that

child becomes. Everything that-happens in a

child's-life has an effect upon him. This is

obvious. That is why infants especially need
the consistency of being cared for by only a few

special people in their lives. 'In this way they

can relate better to their world and learn about

it. They learn trust and develop close attach-

ments. Often babies are willing to-explore and
learn only when those certain, special people
they know and feel canfortable with are in the

roam

Therefore, if a baby is brought to ihe child

care center on a regular basis, it is most

important that the same person be her main
caregiver while she is there. Thisis what is
called a one-to-one relationship. 'The baby will

not be upset by having to relate to a new face,

a new voice and a new touch everyday. That

would be confusing foi the baby. It would make

her feel unsure and insecure. The idea of a
cne-to-cne relationship in infant care is not as
difficult to carry out as you might think. If
you believe that it is important and must be' a

goal to work toward, you will find away.

Some caregivers define one-to-one as meaning
they are not responsible for other children in
other situatidns. Caregivers sometimes may
notice a child needs Changing and fail to do it.

Or they tell the Child's caregiver it needs

doing. The same thing may occurTwith a baby
who simply needs to be held. Also, caregivers

fail to play with other babies when an oppor-
tunitypresents itself They claim, "Well, I

arn,nct iesponsible for that baby. That job

belongs to Sharon. She cares for Tiffany, not me."

1 u2,
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What happens is that the caregiver lets the

child play alone or unsupervised rather than

giving the baby and the baby's caregiver the

support they need.

Get To Know If suCh things are allowedr they destroy coop-

All Of The Babies erative behavior among caregivers. Also sudh

In Your Room matters do not allow ahildren theoopportunity to

be around other adults. While it is important

for infants to have the same caregiver as much

as possible, there will be times when this will

be impossible. If the iegular caregiver is

absent for whatever reason, other adults need to

know a Child somewhat so they can stibstitute.

It_is easier for both the substitute caregivers

as well as the baby if they kncwone another

even just a little bit.

Babies are quite capable of and actually are

very much interested in "alone" activities.

MUdh of baby's learning takes place when he is

by himself. You can have "alone" bctivities

with babies in groups. While the babies may be

all together in one area, they eadh can be very

busy at a different activity. One baby may

prefer to lie an his back in his crib batting at

the crAdle gym and babbling to himself. Another

may want you to rock her and sing a lullaby

while a third may be happy to sit in his'high

chair shacking and looking around.

Give Them
A, Chance For

"Alone" Activities

Expect Infants Do not think you will spoil a young baby if riff

To Do Things At hold her to stop her crying. In fact, just the

Different T1me8 opposite is true. Those infants.whose needs are

met and whose cries are responded to are infants

who cry less and less as the months go by. They

will be the babies who will learn to became

interested in other things besides you. They

are the ones who will find the world has more

interesting things to do than to spend time on

your lap. Only'when a baby knows you will be

there to meet her needs will she have the con-

fidence to explore and try things by herself.

You can spoil an infant if you do everything far

her. So let her learn to do things for herself.

Let her be free to learn about the world.-
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OBSERVE CAREFULLY '10 PRYIECT '-

HEALTH AND SA=

.
*

Think Safety Safety is especially =portant for young chil-
First .,dren: Babies are active, curious and into

everything, particularly when they start to
,crawl. They have no sense of danger. They are
able to 9et into things and places they couldn't
reach before. It is your job to provide the
protection and supervisiOn infants need for
maximum safety.

-

Let Them Know The importance of safety and accident prevention
What Is cannot be overemphasized. Therefore, an occa-

Dangerous sional "NO, no" when appropriate and well-timed
helps baby recognize those things that she
cannot do. As long as you do not overuse the-

. ,"No, no," you are wise to let the infantlmm
when She is exceeding the limits which you can
allow. F011ow through.by.temoving 'the Object or
the baby. Using a stern, firm voice,is important,
too. Baby will understand your meaning better

, when you quietly yet firmly let her knoW her
behavior is not acceptable. Gradually the
infant will learn that a no-nonsense tone in
your voice means business,

Explain Or Show ,EXplain to the infant,why you are saying lion or
Them What You stopping him from doing sarething. You may

Mean think this is silly or pointless with a baby.
It,is not. It is good practice for you. It

gives the baby scuething to listen to your
voice and your words - While you keep him from
whatever he Should not be doing. Take this time
to teadh the baby the correct way to handle
souething. Instead of tearing the pages in a
book, show him hOw to turn-the pages carefully.
You will be surprised'just how mudh an infant
can learn by '74our example when given the Chance.

Let" Them Explore Whenever you must restrict infants' movements,
When It's Safe do so only when it is in their best interests. Do

not limit exploration because it is an inconven-
ience for you or my mean a little extra effort
onyour part. Caring for infants means your
willingness to put forth that extra energy and
time. For instance, allowing the eight-month-
old baby the freedom to get her hands into her
food at mealtime is -perfectly normal and accept-
able. Sure, it will mean a messier tray and
face to clean bp, but baby is learning. There
really is no danger involved. However, refusing
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to let the infant play in her soiled'diaper is

impotant because health and safety matters are

of concern in that case. So use your judgment.

Protect the in'fant when necessary. But allow

her the freedom to explore within reasonable

safe liMits.

NOtice Each Part of your jbb is observing children. The

Infant's Behavior older the infant becoues4 the more things you

And Progress will be able to notice in his behavior and
development. WatCh the infant who is crawling

and beginning to climb and stand. Look closely

at how he moves his legs, knees, hips and feet.

When prOblgip are discovered at this age, they

usually capik be corrected quite easily. Ali it

takes,is your awareness and observations eaCh
day to pick up developmental and behavior prob-
lems in dhildren. F011owing are some specific

things for you to look for in babies of different

ages.

Look For Si:6ns In babies under six monthi, watch for extreme

Of Illness fussiness'and crying, lack of head control or

And Disabilities excessive dhoking or voditing while feeding.
Note infants who do not pay attention to things

they should be able to see or who are unable to
follow in Object -wi,th their eyes. A/so, look .

for babies whado not react.to medium or loud
sounds, who do not seem to recognize the familiar
voices of their main caregivers or who stop

babbling. In'infants six to 12-months of age,
watch for-little interest in.or attempts to sit

up or try simple body movements. .0bserve them

for awareness of sounds, little or no interest
in looking at, reaching for, picking up or
playing with toys and little or no reactions to
others, especially their main caregivers:

Be Alert To While infants with handicaps can cover a very

Prbblems With wide range of conditions, those related to sight

Vision Or Hearing or vision and sound or hearing are mest common.
When baby is Very tiny, hearing and visual
ADrbblems are not easy to detect by justobserving.
At that age the baby uses her senses of seeing
and hearing separately. At'about four months of
age she will start to put all her senses together

as she explores her world. She won't just see,

hear, tou0h, taste or smell thinis using eadh
sense one at a time. These senses will go hand-

in-hand now. An infant born with a visual
handicap, such as a congenital cataracty will,
put the senses together at four months, too,
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Watch The
Four Month Old

Who Stops
Babbling

RemeMber That All
Infants Don't Develop

At The Same Rate

AVoid Labeling
Babies

4

with the exception of sight. If she
.

is observed
closely and the visual handicap is detected, the
condition often can be corrected through surgprY
and glasses atr a later date. EVen then the
child will not be able to identify objects by
simply looking at them. She Will need to taste,
smell, touch and/or hear it first, then gradually
through the'ccubination of using the other
senses, be abie to visually identify the object.

Similarly, a baby can be checked more easily for
deafness or hearing loss at about the fourth or
fifth mcnth. A deaf baby will begin to,babble
at abolit the same time a hearing infant does.
Therefore, deafness is not as easy to discover
as ydU might think through simple observation.
What you should make special note of is the
four-month-old infant who, having started to
babWre, suddenlY stops babbling. Despitelhis
deafness the infant started to babble becabse of

y
the feelings his babbling created. For the
normal baby the sounds his babbling makes and
the feelingkxreated go together, so he will
continue to babble. But,the deaf or hard-of-
hearing infant gives up babbling because the
pleasant sensation of sound is missing.

You can dheck the infant for visual or hearing
handicaps yourself. -Fbr instance, make a noise'
five to six feet from the baby. If a four--or
five-mcnth-Old baby does not turn to look for
the sound, she could,have a hearing prbblem.
Likewise, if a baby of this age is not able to
follow a slow mcving Object with her eyes, per-
haps there is,a vision prdbleM. Bbwever, here
again you must becareful. RemeMber, you are
not a doctor. Some pr6i6ture babies or infants
who are slow to develop may not respond to the
hdaring test yet. Also, researdh has shown that,
g irl babies are more sensitive to sounds like -

loud noises and-the human voice than are boy
babies. Male infants Show no more interest ip
familiar faces 'than in Objects placed before
them, whereas female infants seem more inter-
ested in the human face.

When the term "slow baby" is used, it refers to
the infant whose slowness in relation to tha
average is very noticeable. Many babies at five,
monthskate able todift their heads and chests
high when, lying on their stomach's and prop themr
selves on-one,or both elbows. By the seventh
month,atleast 80 percent of ail babies,can do
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this. Only the 'very slOwbabies still are

unable to do it. But once again, the fault may

not lie with the baby. Suppose the infant was

notput on his tummy when younger. There would

be no way, then', that he could have a dhance;po'

develop theimuscles in his neck, head, arms and

theSt. g, an the other hand, you know the

infant has had the chAnce to develop such

skills, then special care and help may be needed.

Just Anot "lump the gun" and label a baby a

slaw zaler or handiamakkluten you first :

notice a delay in his development. Through

41P
careful, close observations, you will,learn to

identify those babies who truly need special

care.

Let The Center Whenever you observe and suspect a handicapping

Director Know About condition in a child, notily the director.

Your Concerns Describe youicbservations and have the director
observe the infant, tcraT-The director %ill then

make the decision as ea'whether the condition
requires a parent conference, or an opinion fram

a doctor, nurse or ()Eller specialist.
4

FEALIZE HOW,IMPOIRTANT YOU ARE

,Let Parents Km.; By now it probably has occurred bo you that not

About Their Infant's just anyone can care for infants. It takes a

4 pai,ly ExpeAences very special kind of person. It takes a person

who really understands a caregiver's role. A
caregiver is not a substitute parehp. The most

.impcitant relationship in this world.to a child

is with his parents. A caregiver's proper role

is to aim toward making the relationship between

ithe parents and the child a better one. You do

.
this by being concerned enough to tell parents
the things they want and need to know, about

.their child. Ybu try to include thqn whenever
you cah in their infant's daily experientes at
the center. This way they will not feel threat-
ened by your closeness to their baby. So your
job as caregiver has as much to do with making

. the parents happy and Comfortable ag it does in
making baby feel.good.

Encourage Each A caregiver should be warm, loving, patient and

Infant With flexible. Above all,'a caregiVer mustbeunder-
'patient Care standing. Each baby must senge that she is'

warmly loved. The infant must be encouraged by

the caregiver through"talking, smilirig, touching

. ,
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Show Infants Mat'
You Enjoy Being

With Them.

S.

4. Try to Tune-In
yo, Each Infant ' s

. Be'dservant
'.---.1,AndCcnsistent

As You Work

).ccept. The Fact

That Infants Can
Be'Messy

1

ying. Such enccurageinent, if not over-
what separates average from excellent

ggestswthat quality of
u0 care is c itical. If the care is

excellent, then the babies will develop ;pry
well.

4!, good caregiver is one mho does not compare
babies, but accepts each child for what he or
she is. Ah awarm loving person you,Iet the
infant know hdfl, much you enjoy being iith him

and how pleased ou aremith the things he does.
If you eke the kd who likes things done
quickly, you willieed to.thange your habits
while around babieè Your movements will need
to becom slower. abies - especially in the
first few months - respond best, to gentle, calm
movements.

Know your t and adjust to the baby's
. If you have a baby who likes to be

active d into everything, then you can be more
that y. If tke baby is happiest when things
are not so bustling or exciting, then you need
to be less exciting,' Vscz._ TUning in to an

Infant's'moods,is very basic to providing good \
care. Often you set the baby's'mood by your
mood. If you are happy, the infant will take a
hint from,you and will more than likely be
happy, too.

An outstanding infant caregiver is observant,'
You listen Josand respond to the needs.of the'
babies in your cake. You'are consistent. Y8u
smile aLlot. 'You cuddle and talk totabies
while you are with them You encourage-and
praise then for their efforts.. You also enoourase
and praise the efforts of youk fellow care4ivers.

4*

Ifgou are a'perfectionist, you'will have to be
willing to accept less th'an perfection from the
infants'in your pare. It is a wise caregi?inu7,
who can admit that babies are naturally messy.
It is an even more wise caregiver who admits it
and can,let babies bethat way. It is best for
parents to understand this, too, 'Especially as
infants learn to feed thenselvesith their
hands and during the crawling,stde, they are
going to get dirty and sticky.. Hands, feet an
clothes cannot help but get messy from time

4
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RelaX'And Have Fun It is moat important to'be able to accept and
While Caring For work-with the mespY nature of babies. Even

Infants young babies can be made to feel uncomfortable
if the adults around them cannot accept a cer-
tain, amount of dirt-on Children. Babies cannot
feel anything but frastratedeif their play is
'interrupted constahtly by adults who put tco
much emphasis on staying spotlessly clean. It

- spoils "expipration for.the infants and maket
your jbb more difficult. You surely,would clean
a child before and after eating, before going to
bed or after changing her diapet. An occasional
check for sticky hands is fine, too,,so that
everything baby touches does not get sEicky.-

,But fof the most part, relax and have fun as an
infant caregiver. Hemetber, the best gift you
can give an infant is your time, your caring and
your love. 4
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BunDING sthis
. -IN GROZIP CARE

FOR INFANTS

. . Some Often Asited Questions

And
Situations TO EXp1ore

a

%NAT SHOULD YOU KNOW ABOUT
CARING FOR INFANTS IN A GROUP?

When caring for groups of infants, you must be very alert and watdhful.

The very young infants need to be Observed frequently even while sleep,-

ing., When caring for the older infants, watdh for attempts to cliMb out

of the crib. When babies are in the crawl area, watdh for dangerous or

broken toys. Be alert to larger infants-bumping into or crawling into

the smaller babies. It is best to divide the crawl space into areas and

assign caregivers to eadh area. The youngest babies should have their

needs met first. When they are hungry, they need to be fed quickly.

They have small stoaachs and are really experiencing pain when they are

hungry. The older babies can wait for a longer time before eating.

However, no Ohild Should:be made to wait for an,extended period of time

to have his basic needs met. Make sure that youknow how to care for

infants. Understand their needs for food, sleep and play.

_135.1jjj
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WHATACMJD'YOU
CO IF . . .

You are temporarily alone in the infant section with five babies.- Three

of them have begun to cry. One is a nine week old who is very hungry.

Another is an eight month old who is crying in the crawl area. A third

is a four month old in her crib who begins to cry in sympathy with the

other two. How would you respond?

A. Pick up the nine ueek old as you go to the
crawl area to Check on the eight month old.
Comfort and give him a toy to play with.
When he is all/right, go to the four month

old in the crib. Taik gently to her. Then

feed the nine week old who you still have in

your arms.

B. Go over to the eight month old. Comfort

himWith some cuddling and a'taby. When he
stops cryinq, go to the nine week old and.
pick him up. Then go to the four month
old's crib and talk to her until she_stivps

crying. Then feed the nine week old baby.

C. Make sure the eight-month-old infant is all
right. Give him comfort and love. Then go

to the f6Dur month old in her crib. Po& her
crib and taik to her until She stops crying.
Then pick up the nine week old and feed him.

Answers On Botbom -

Of Next Page
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You haverheen assigned to four babies Merely by chance you have four
very young infants ranging in age fLuit'six to nine weeks. TWo of them

are new to the center. Should you do anything about this?

1
A. No. There really is nothing you can do.

' Just hope that they don't all need feeding_
at the same time.

B. Yes. Ask other caregivers in the rpm:with
older infants to trade babies with you. That
way you will not have so many tiny infants .

to care fore

C. Wait and see if more than one needs feeding
at the same time.. If not, everything will
be fine. If so, then ask another caregiver
to help.

Answers Fruit Choice A-is a good response. The nine week old'
Previous Page will feel better when you pick him up. That can

be done on your way to comfbrt the eight,month
old. The fbur month old has the least need and
-will be the most easily comfbrted when the other
.tzx are soothed. This choice meets the needs of
the youngest baby first while meeting the needs
of all three most quickly.

B is not the best solution. You are not
meeting the needs of the youngest baby won
enough. This action will end up taking longer
to meet the need's of all three babies.

Choice C is least desirable. It will take the
longest of all the choices to meet the needs of
all three babies. The youngest baby and the
eight month old have the greatest needs. Theirs
should be met firgt. When these two have calmed
down, the fbur month old will be easier to
quiet.

-15917 /
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Phyllis is a very large, active elevenimonth old. .When se is in the
crawl area, she tends to knock over other children and grabs toys away
frceitilem. She doesn't mean to hurt the others. Her size and active
nature simply result in other children getting hurt. What should you
do?

A. Put-Phyllis in a playpen until.she can be in
the crAwl area byherself. This way she
will not hurt other children.

B. Allow Phyllcs to be in the crawl area with
other babies her size. The other children
will learn to stay away from her.

C. Allow Phyllis tcpbe in the crawl area with
other children. However, be-close at hand
to help Phyllis play without hurting others.

Answers Fram Choice A is not true. Something can be done.
Previous Page You could ask other caregivers to take over

cdring for one of the very young infamts. This
would make for better caregiving.

Choice B is moolorvi7RE You are taking-action
before a problem develops. It is in everyone's
best interests. if all adults present help care
for the tiny babies.

Choice C is not sensible. Waiting fbr a problem
to develop before taking action is not good
ptcnning. When possible, fbresee probtems and
take action to prevent them.

e..
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Answers Fram Choice A is not the beSt solution. You are
Previous Page, punishing Phyllis fbr something that is not her

fault. She needs to be in the crawZ area to \

deveZop fully. Playpens should not be used in
place of the crawZ area.

Choice B stiZZ is not the most desirable pnswer.
The other chiZdren do need some protection from
Phyllis.

Choice C is better. You are heZping Phyllis and
the other chiZdren. You can observe what is
happening and keep Phyllia from hurting others.
At the same time she wiZZ be getting the active
play she needs.
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.HoW SHOULD YOU WORK WITH PARENTS
OF INFANTS nq GROUP CARE?

In working with infants it is vital that you develop a gOOd relationship
with parents. You need information from them on their infant's habits
and needs. They need information from you on what you see their child
doing. You need to tell them about their baby's eating, sleeping and
play habits during the day. Parents of infants may tend to feel guilty
about leaving their child in child care, so try not to be critical Let
them know you-really care about their child. Tell them the mite, funny
and sweet things the child does. They may ask your advice alpout how to
care for their child. Tell them what works for yOu. Don'tsay it is
the only way toLcare for the child. Let them tell you about their
feelings. If yad support them and make them feel good about themselves
as parents, they Will support you and listen to you.

115
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%EAT WOULD YCU
CO IF . . .

Jimmy, who is seven weeks old, comes.to the center about twice a week.
Each time his mother bringd a written schedule and special toys. She
asks for a report of who cares for Jimmy throughout the day and how he
behaves: She would like you to keep a special eye on her child. What
do you tell her?

A. Tell Jimmy's mother how much you enjoy
taking care of him. Reassure her that you
will watch Jimmy carefully. Tell her you
appreciate her bringing Jimmy's schedule.

B. Explain to gimmy's mother that he will
have to follow the center's schedule. Tell
her with so many infants it would not be
fair to give Jimmy special care.

C. Tell Jimmy's mother that it is impossible'
to give Jimmy all the special care she wants
for him. Explain that if Jimmy needs one-
to-one care she should talk to the director.
about a day care home or some other arrange-
ment.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page
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Nancy, who,is four months old, comes to the center on a regular basis.

She usually has a dirty, soiled diaper and wears dirtrclothes. She

needs a bath, also. The mother is quite young and this is her first

baby. Wnat would you do?

A. Tell the director. When the mother gams
in, ask her to talk to the director because
you are-Worried about Nancy.

B. Tell the mother to bathe Nancy before leaving '

hare. Tell her the center cannot take-
babiet who are dirty fnd whose clothes are
not clean.

C. Bathe Nancy andput clean clothes on her.
Tell,the mother you know it is hard to get
ready in the morning so perhaps bathing
Nancy in the evening would work best.

*Answers From
Previous Page

Choice A is'a'good idea.
Jimmy's mother that you
is important to parents
good care. The written
khow what Jimmy is used
closely aspossible, it
his go better.

You are reassuring
really care fbr him. It

that their child get
scheduie
to. If fbllowed as
will make yaur day and

Choice B is not the best response. You are not
reassurihg Jimmy's mother that you think he is
special. Every parent wants the caregiver to
think their child is spec'eal. What Jimmy's
mother really wants is your reassurance that
Jimmy will be alL right at the center.

Choice C is nO't as acceptable. You are dis-
couraging Jimmy's mother from bringing him to
the center. You are making a problem fbr her
and fbr the director. The mother-needs reassurance
that you will take good care of her son. It

wiLl upset her ifyou say you cannot cardfor
him.
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Bruce is 11 months old. He drinks well fram a cup but his parents

.almays bring his bottles as well as a cup. His mother says everytime he

cries to give him a bottle because'this makes him stop crying. What

_would you do?

A. EXplain to the mother that it is nota-good
idea to give Bruce a bottle to comfort him,
Tell her that since he drinkd well axatt a

cup he should never have a bottle again.

B. yiell the Mother that when Bruce cries you
pat his back, talk to him or cpddle him.
Explain that he seems to be comforted by

this.

C. Give Bruce4e bottle whenever he cries. It

is important to follav his parents' instruc-
tions exactly even if you don't agree with
them and know they could be harmful to
Bruce.

4

Answers Frau Choice A is going to worry the mother, It may

-Previous Page make her unsure and maybe angry. This should be

a last resort,after you have tried other ways to
make Nancy's mother aware of the problem.

Choice B will embarrass Nancy's mother. She may

get upset and not bring Nancy back to the center.
There are much better ways to handle this situa-
tion.

Choice C is the best solution. You aro first
trying to show her what f2 do, then very kindZy
offering her a way to solve the problem. You

are hot criticizing her but helping and teaching
instead. However, if the mother continues to
bring the child to the center in dirty clothes
and in need of a bath, tell the director.
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Kim is ten months.old. Her mother dresses her in a frilly dress with

leotards and black patent leather shoes. Kim is to eat lunch at the

center while her mother 'ogices shopping. While eating her lunch Kim

spills her milk and vegetable sopp drips on her dress. When her mother

Comes back, she is very angry about the dress. She says she will never

bring Kim again and will tell her friends what'poor care the center

gives. What can you do?

A. Tell the mother that you put a bib on Kiln.

Explain that you are sorry about the acci-

dent. Suggest that play clothes are best

for the center. Tell her you enjoyed.caring

fot Kim.

B. Tell Kim's mother that when the babies play
and eat at the center they do get dirty.
Say that perhaps she should.get a private
babysitter for Kim if she wants her to stay

clean.

C. Tell Kim's mother that she-should complain
to the dix;ector. Explain you are short'of
help and if she complains to the director
perhaps more caregivers could be hired.

Answers From Choice.A is not wise. You are telling the

Previous Page mother she'is wrong and what she Should do with

her child. Your advice has not been asked fbr.

k) The mother may reeent this.

Choice B"is the best response because you are
doing the best thing fbr Bruce. You also are

helping his mother learn a better way to.handle

his crying. You are not telling her she is

wrong. Rather you dre suggesting another way_to

handle crying.

Choice C is not best fbr Bruce. You are not

helping Bruce or his parents. Nothing is being

, done to help Bruce give'up the bqttle.
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Answers Frcut Choice A is the best solution. You are sympa-

Previous Page thizing with Kim's mother. You also are reassur-
ing her you tried to protect the dress by putting
a bib on Kim. She 'may caZm down when you taZk

to her. If not, at least you have tried in a
polite way.

,

Choice B solves nothing. You are not tening
the mother what you did to pro,tect the dress.

Telling her to get cf private babysitter does not
solve the problem either: -

Choice C is not fair. You are blaming the

director for the problem. If you feeZ you do
not have enough help, talk to the director. Do
not complain to parents. This .will not solve

any problems.

sv
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HOW CAN YOU ENCOURAGE COOPERATIO0
ANONG stAREGIVERS IN THE XNFANT SECTIX?

Infants can sense tension. So it is very important that the caregiyers

of infants cooperate with each other. Each caregiver should have assigned

tasks to keep things running smoothly. A caregiver should have a small

number of infants that she is in charge of. This does not mean that if

your babies are doing fine, you can't help another caregiver whose

babies may be fussy. Talk with each other about the way things should

be run. Discuss what is necessary in order that babies be given.gocd

care. If you are often short of help, discuss it with the director.

When there are prdblems between staff members, it is important to talk

about the problems. If the people involved can't solve the problem, ask

the.head caregiver for help. If this doesn't work, then talk with the

director. Bad feelings among caregivers cause poor caregiving for the

infants. Remember, cooperate and communicate with each other.
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MAT WOULD YOU
DO . .

I.

As.a caregiver in the infant section, you be'ccue concerhed because one

of the other caregiVers seems overly concerned about the babies getting'

dirty in the crawl area. She always is saying, "No, no" when a,baby

spillssopething. It really bothers her to change dirty diapers. She

tells,you she feels the babies should be kePt in their cribs all tine"

'time so they don't get dirty. What can you do? t

A. Tell the other caregiver that she Should
not be working.in the infant room if she

". feels that Way.

B. Tell the-other'caregiver that she should

talk to the director about her feelings.

C. ^Pemind her that babies 010 get dirty. Also,

tell her that'you don't like to ctlange dirty

adiaperS either. Suggest she talk to the

'head caregiver if she is unhappy.

Answers On Bcttam
Of Next Page

1 2

6

*4
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You ma three other caregivers are working with a group of infants. One

doesn't seem to be doing his jdb. Heacesn't go to a baby who is crying

and doesn't change the babies. Unlesill0 is told to,do something, he

jusOsits. It really bothers the rest.of you. JA7hat should you'do?

A.
A'

It is notwour jOb to tell someone else what
to dot. 4st ignore him and do your job. If
it contiiibes, report him to the director.
gsk that this.caregiver not be assigned to
the infant section. d

B. Talk withlaim about the duties in the infant
section. Ask that he check the babies for
wet diapers. Tal him to talk to and play
with the babies: Say it is okay to hold and
cuddle the babies. ,

C. Ask the head caregiver t;tfalk to him. The
rest of you coOld keep a list of times when
he is just sitang, so the head caregiver
will be aware of how upset you all are.

Ansrs.Frau 'Choice A is not the best idea. You are criti-

Previous Page cizing instead of helping her.

Choice B"is not much better. Problems like this
shbuld be sdlved by the infant caregivers if at
all possible.

Choice C is the best response. You are sympa-
thizing with hdr.problem and suggesting that
perhaps the bead caregiver can help.

4
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Answers From Choice A will-not solve the'problem- You are

Previous Page not telling the other caregiver how you feel.
Perhaps he is not sure of what to dapnd needs
help. Reporting him to ihe,director will only

upset everyone.
(

Choice B is the best choice. You are giving him

some ideab of what to do. You are being a

Maid and not judging his performance until you
are sure 14e knows what is expectedof him.

Choice C is not at all-acceptable. Again, you ^

are not trying to tell him how you feel. If 'he

finds out you are keeping notes on him, he will
be very upset card angry. Thisdoes not build
good feelings 4mong caregivers.,
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A POSTVIEW

Here are same new situations with possible ways of handling them. Cir-

cle the answer you think is correct now that you have worked through this

module. You can find out how much you have learned about your rola as a

'caregiver in a child care center by comparing yo= answers with our

answers (see page 192).

' AS AN INFORMED CAREGIVER,
%HAT MILD YCU
DO IF . . .

1. Sue Ellen is seven months olds. She is an only dhild and her parents

axe very protective of her. At the end of her first week in the cen-

ter Sue Ellen's father tells you that he is not sure if the center

is the best place for his daughter. He mentions that on one occasion

Sue Ellen's diaper needed changing when he came to pick her up and

that some of her food had not been opened. You know that Sue Ellen

never went hungry and that her diapers were changed often. Haw should

you respond to the father?

A. Tell Sue Ellen's father that it has b'oeen a very busy week for

everyone at:the center. Explain that some weeks are like that

but reassure him that you and the other caregivers have done the

very best that you possibly could.

B. Tell Sue Ellen's father that Sue Ellen has had a good first week.

EXplain that you:check diapers often, yet a baby can be dry one

moment and wet the next. Also, explain that Sue Ellen ate until

she seemed full.

C. Send the father to the director's office. Tell him to discuss hisv

feelings and concerns with the center director. Most likely he is

not going to want to hear anythingr you have to say anyway. You'd

just be wasting your time.

2. %hichrstatement below is nct true?

A. The unborn fetus can get the hiccups.

B. The unborn fetub can suck its thumb.

C. The unborn fetus can feel the hot sun or a cold wind.

.3. Allison, who is two months old, has finished all her formula. She has

been burped and changed and has fallen asleep in her crib. Shortly she

wakes up fussing loudly. How can you help Allison?

A. Burp her again and try rOcking her back to sleep.

B. Offer Allison soma more formula because she still may be hungry.

C. Give Allison a pacifier to suk until she falls asleep.
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4. Choose the statement that best descxibes how the newborn infant

might act.

A. Loud npises or bright lights usually go unnoticed by the neWborn.

B. Diaperi Seldom need cilangiribecause a newborn eats very little.

C. Moving Objects attract a newborn's attention.

5. You and the otheX caregivers ire in the,middle of lunch. All the

tiny'infants have been fed and arena.; napping. You are busy fee&

ing two older babies in.high chairs. One wants another Cheese stick

and the other is busy pushing leftovers off his tray. Anna, a two

month old, arrives With ber mother. Anna is very fussy and is chew-
ing her fists. What do you do next?

A. Put Anni in her infant seat with her pacifier. When all the
other babies are done with their lunch, then you will have time
for Anna.

4

B. Ask another-caxegiver to keep an eye on your babies for a
moment. Warm Anna's bottle. Then feed.Anna while you look

after the/others.

C. Ask the mother to qUickly feed Anna before she leaveS. Tell her
you can see Anna is very hungry and you are busy right now.

6. Six-month-old Leiloni is most often a cheerful, easy-going baby. In

recent weeks she has been fussy. She has been refusing to take her
bottle at times. Her shirts are frequently wet from drooling and
she oughs once in a while. How can you helpqher?

A. Recommend Leiloni be taken to see a doctor. It/is obvious that
she is not well.

B. Since she shows the typical signs of teething, first check her
mouth for swollen gums or a new tooth.

C. First take Leiloni's temperature. A rise in temperature means
she should see a doctor.
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7. Five-month-old Shawn has a severe case of diaper rash. You have

talked to his mother on several occasions but the rash seems to be

getting worse. Shawn cries every time he wets his diaper You have

got to take some acti9n. What would be the best thing for Shawn?

A. Tell the director about the problem and how you have tried to

handle it. Meanwhile, put salve, lotion or powder on his bottom

to relieve his pain.

B. Tell the director about the problem you are having with Shawn.

Ask the director to talk to the parent. Meanwhile, continue to

change'Shawn's diapers often. ,

C. Take the mother aside once more and tell her how concerned you

are about Shawn's diaper rash. Suggest she try a new laundry soap

or fabric softener.

8. Sixrionth-old Franz is an active, boisterous baby. He boldly tries

his hand at anything he-thinks he can do. Today you are feeding him

with his spoon when he turns his'face away, tight lipped. Each time

you try to feed him he does the same thing. He grabs for the spoon

and screams. How should you respond to Franz?

A. Give Franz the spoon. Let him hold ii if he wants. You can

always feed him with another. If he is really hungry, he will eat

from your spoon.

B. Give Franz some finger foods because he is so eager to feed himr

self. Since he is not ready to handle a spoon by himself it is

best he not have one.

C. Remove the spoon and the food. Tell Franz tilt when he is ready

to eat you will be more than happy to feed him, but not until. If

he is hungry he will eat.

9. William's mother believes her seven-month-old son is ready to,learn

to use a cup. She has brought William's cup for you to give to him at

the center. She says the only time William can have a bottle is when

he goes to sleep. Yet you have found he does not need the bottle at
these times. What should you do?

A. Explain to the mother that you will have William play with the cup
first for a while before asking him to drink from one. Also, tell

her you have found William is perfectly willing to go to sleep
without a bottle.

B. Teli William's mother that you do not feel William should be
forced to use a cup. Tell her William is not ready to use a cup.

If she wants, have her try the cup routine at home. Then, if all

goes well, you will be happy "to try it at the center.

C. Tell William's mother that the best way to get a child to drink

from a cup is to get rid of the bottle once and for all. Out of

sight, out of mind works well with babies. If they cannot see

what #ley want, then the problem is solved.
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10. Ten-month-old Holly has been doming to the center for two weeks.
Her mother works part time, so Holly comes only two days a week.

EVery time her mother-goes to leave, Holly starts to cry. Each

time someone opens and closes the door, she starts up again. How

can ycit. help Holly?

A. After two weeks Holly should be able to make it through the
day without crying for her mother every time the door opens.
The best thing you can do is to let her handle this matter in
her own way.

B. Holly is having an unusually difficult time in adjusting to the
center. Talk to)the mother. Suggest that Holly's mother

rearrange her work hours.

C. Arrange it So you can give Holly special attention when she
arrives at the center. Comfort her when she cries. Get her
involved in toys and games. Let her know you are there for

her.

11. Juan'is 11 months old. He has been busy for a very long while
playing by himself in the crawl area stacking blacks and hiding
them under other toys. You have enjoyed watching him from a distance.

Now it is time for the babies to get ready for lunch.- Later you

think lpack on how much fun it was just to stand by and watch Juan
play. Then it occurs to you that perhaps you could have done more
to help Juan learn through his play. Which of the following ways ,
might have worked best?

A. What you did was,best. Juan should have had that time away
fromotheas to be by himself. Babies need this, just like
adults.

.You might have stood a little closer to Juan. Then without
interfering you could have described out loudlwhat he was doing.

C. Juan would have Idarned most if you had joined him in his games.
Use your free moments to play with the babies.

12. Hans is ten months old. When he was younger he used to suck his thumb,
but he rarely does' anymore. It is late in the day andeveryone is
anxious to go home. Hans is fussing'and rubbing his eyes, but his
father should be here any moment, so you do not want to put him in his
crib. When Hans' father arrives, he becomes upset because Hans is in .

a corner by himself sucking his thumb. What should you do?

A. Say, "Hans, take your thumb out of your mouth. Daddy is here to
take you home. He doesn't want you to suck your thumb."

B. Tell the father to ask Hans to stop suckingliis thuM6. This is
the father's job since he is the one who is upset.

C., Explain that a baby will sometimes turn to his thumb for comfort
Alen tired, so it is best to ignore Hans' thumbsucking.
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13. Inge is seven weeks old. Her mother has told you she has colic.

She says Ditga fusses most right after eating. How can you help

relieve Inga's colic?

A. Be sure Inge does not eat too fast. Burp her several times

duriAg a feeding.

B. There is little yoU can do for a baby with colic. She will

soon outgrow it.

C. Put Inga in an infant swing. The constant roOking motion will

help soothe her.

14. Kevin is ten months old and still takes a bottle of milk or juice
to bed with him His parents:have apparently been disagreeing
About whether Kevin is ready to give up his bottle. His father
thinks he should, but his mother believes it is too,early. They
have come to you for your opinion. What should you say?

A. Tell them that babies who take a bottle of milk or juice to bed
often develop poor dental health or may become overweight.
Suggest they consult their doctor or dentist Boor help: Meanwhile,

recommend they replace the milk or juice with water.

B. Do not get involved in this matter. This is something the two
parents will have to work out for themselves. Explain that you
do not feel it is your place to offer advice or give thermany
opinion whatever.

C. Tell them the best way to handle this matter is to try taking
Kevin's bottle from him at bedtime. Also, tell them you will
not let hini have hit bottle at nap time. However, if Kevin
gets upset, then give him badk the bottle.

15. Thirteen-wwk.old Bonita has spit up and needs a bath. You know
from past experience that not all babies likelto take a bath. What
is the best way to handle Bonita?

A. Do not put Bonita in a tub of water. It is best to lay her-on
a towelfand wash and rinse her with clean cloths and water.

B. Rather than upset Bonita at all, simply keep her quiet until
a parent can come to take her home.

C. Test the water for the right temperature. Put a clean towel
in the bottom of the tub so Bonita does not slide around.
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16. Matt, almost a year, and Joyce, eight months.old, are playing near

each other in the crawl area. Joyce has been playing with some

pdastic rings until Matt takes them from her. 'Joyce cries and

crawls over to you. What should you do?

A. Offer Joyce 'soue comfort. Hold her and talk gently to her.

Try to interest her in another toy.

B. Take Joyce back and sit her down again. Then get the kings

from Matt and give them back to Joyce.

C. Put Joyce in her high chair Give her some finger foods to

take her mind off the rings.

17.* Andrea is nine weeks old. What is the best way ta hold her for

bottle fekimg?

A. Hold Andrea in your lap in a sitting position.

is less likely to choke.

B. Cradle Andrea in your arm, her,head slightly higher than her

feet.

C. Put Andrea in her infant seat Where she will have maximum

safety.

18. Gregory is four months old. You have been holding him an your lap

playing with him.. Suddenly, a baby near you begins to cry. She

has pinched her finger and needs to be contorted. Where would be

the best place to put Gregory while you attend to the other baby?

This way she

A. Put Gregory in his infant seat.

B. Sit Gregory in a high chair.

C. Use the playpen close at hand.

19. Eleven-month-old Ryan has been crawling all around the room grab-

bing and throwing toys. Once he accidently hit a child with one

but she did not cry. You have asked Ryan to come to you but he

just smiles and crawls away. What should you say to Ryan?

A. "Ryan, you are a silly boy. I'm going to ccue and catch you

and tickle you all over."
-

B. "Ryan, you hit the baby. Be a good boy and give ihe baby a

nice love."

C. ""Ryan, look at this big, green ball. Come, let's go play with

the ball."
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20. Yolanda is three- -&-half months old. She has been coming to
the center since she was six weeks, so you know her quite well.
One thing you have noticed is that she often spits Up. Lately she
has been spitting uplrore than before. Mlat should you do?

A. The older an infant gets the more she Can be expected to spit
up,'especially if she has always done this.

B. Yolanda may be sick. Even if she has no fever, you should
alert thelparents.

C. Give Yolanda less formula and more warm waterwhenever she
eats. This will help.
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OUR ANSWEPS

1. B

2. C

3. A

4. C

5. B

6. B

7. B

8. A

9.- A

10. C

n.
12. C

13. A

14. A

15. A

16. A

17. B
v,

18. C

19. C

20. B
(7:
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